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ABSTRACT 

Tissue color can have multiple functions in reptiles. Bright ventral 

color patches are thought to be primarily involved in intraspecific signaling of 

social status. The generation of bright colors at the level of the 

chromatophore has not been examined previously in detail. In particular, 

one type of chromatophore, the iridophore, is poorly understood. The 

organellogenesis of reflecting platelets within iridophores is shown to be 

similar to the organellogenesis of other chromatophore organelles. 

Iridophores produce color structurally, by thin-layer interference, rather than 

by containing pigments. Iridophore organelles were measured from tissues 

of several colors in each of three species of lizards and it was found that the 

calculated reflectances using a thin-layer interference model matched the 

observed reflectances. Three techniques (qualitative TEM determination of 

chromatophore types, quantitative TEM of iridophores and thin-layer 

chromatography of xanthophore pigments) were then used to determine the 

cellular basis of bright ventral colors in two species of lizards. Male Sceloporus 

undulatus erythrocheilus exhibit one of three facial color morphs, each of which 

has blue ventral patches as well. The cellular basis of these various colors 

was determined. Male Urosaurus ornatus possess blue ventral patches that are 

sensitive to temperature; when cool, the patches are green and when hot, the 

patches are vivid blue. This physiological color change is iridophore-

dependent and is caused by changes in the spacing between adjacent layers 
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of reflecting platelets. Hue response to temperature was quantified in vivo by 

warming lizards and quantifying hue with Munsell color chips. It was found 

that there was considerable individual variability in hue response to 

temperature. When coupled with information concerning social status in a 

natural population, it was found that dominant males were more responsive 

to temperature than subordinate males. Analyses of bright colors at the 

cellular level 1) allows accurate descriptions of the components that generate 

a tissue color and 2) facilitates understanding how color changes ( either 

morphological or physiological) are produced. Discussions of the possible 

functions of pigmentation are ultimately dependent on adequate descriptions 

of color and color change at the cellular level. 
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CHAPTERl 

INTRODUCTION 

Reptiles have an astonishing array of tissue colors and color patterns. 

These colors may function in several possible ways. One function of 

pigmentation is as camouflage. Many reptiles are exceedingly cryptic, and 

many are capable of significant background matching (Norris and Lowe, 

1964). Cryptic color patterns rely on minimizing contrast with the 

environment (Hailman, 1979). Crypticity is highly desirable in both 

obtaining prey and avoiding predation. 

Another important function of pigmentation in many reptiles is to aid 

in thermoregulation. Increasing body temperature to a normal activity level 

is of considerable importance to an ectotherm. One of the properties of the 

black skin pigment melanin is absorption of a wide range of electromagnetic 

radiation (Riley, 1992). This property is used by the organism such that the 

darker the organism, the more radiation the organism will adsorb (Norris, 

1967). Many lizards are very dark early in the morning (Morrison, pers. obs.) 

or during the winter months if active (Sherbrooke, pers. comm.) and bask in 

direct sunlight to increase body temperature. 

Dark pigmentation, however, would seem to be cryptic only on a dark 

substrate, so at times, crypticity will necessarily be at odds with 

thermoregulation (Norris and Lowe, 1964). In some reptiles, one or the other 

of these functions seems to be more critical in the life of an animal and 

predominates (e.g., crypticity in Anolis). In other reptiles, there are tradeoffs, 

such that a cryptic color pattern is darker overall at very low body 

temperatures when needed most for thermoregulation, but when appropriate 
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body temperatures are attained, a change in color results in cryptic 

pigmentation (e.g., Phrynosoma). 

2 

A third function of pigmentary patterns in some reptiles is 

advertisement. Advertisement pigment patterns generally are quite bright 

and contrast greatly with background colors. These pigment patterns can 

function in two possible ways. They may be aposematic. For example, for 

venomous reptiles, bright distinctive patterns clearly signal would-be 

predators of their identity (e.g., Heloderma and Microuroides). The signaling 

here is interspecific. Advertisement pigment patterns are also involved in 

signaling status intraspecifically (Thompson and Moore, 1991a). Colors may 

be confined to patches on the body that must be actively displayed to be 

visible. Such hidden advertisement color patches in reptiles are primarily 

found on males. Several groups of lizards have bright throat patches which 

are displayed by extension of the dewlap which is accomplished by 

depression of the hyoid apparatus. When accompanied by head-bobbing 

behavior these signal colors are even more visible. One large clade of 

phrynosomatid lizards is characterized by ventro-lateral blue belly patches 

and a pair (or a single fused pair) of blue throat patches. In these animals, 

hyoid depression and lateral body compression, in combination with either a 

two-legged or four-legged push-up display, exposes these patches very 

effectively (Carpenter and Ferguson, 1977). 

Under many circumstances crypticity or thermoregulatory factors 

would not adversely affect advertisement pigmentation. This is particularly 

the case when these bright colors are confined to patches that must be 

actively displayed (Thompson and Moore, 1991a). In some lizards, however, 

signaling patches are located on the dorsal surface of the animal (Sceloporus 
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magister, pers. obs.) and tradeoffs in function must occur. In others reptiles, 

such as true chameleons (family Chamaeleonidae), rapid color-change of 

dorsal coloration can switch patterns from being cryptic to being 

advertisement oriented, much as switching between thermoregulatory and 

cryptic functions can occur. 

These many potential functions of pigmentation demonstrate its 

extreme importance to many reptiles (reviewed in Cooper and Greenberg, 

1992). In order to accurately assess the use of color and any possible dualities 

in function, it is necessary to know more about the cellular basis of color, how 

pigment patterns are generated, and the actual cellular mechanisms of color 

change. 

Some information is available concerning the cellular basis and 

physiological control of color in reptiles. Pigment patterns in reptiles derive 

from three types of chromatophores located in the uppermost portion of the 

dermis. One type of dermal chromatophore often present is the 

xanthophore. These cells are pigmented and may contain two types of 

pigments within two distinctive types of organelles. One kind of organelle is 

the pterinosome. Pterinosomes may contain any of a variety of pteridine 

pigments that range in color from red to yellow to colorless. These organelles 

exhibit characteristic concentric lamellae that seem to correlate with the 

quantity and types of pteridines they contain. The second type of organelle 

sometimes found in xanthophores is the carotenoid vesicle. Carotenoid 

vesicles may contain any of a variety of carotenoid pigments that range in 

color from red to yellow. Carotenoids are lipids that are mainly produced by 

plan ts. When they are found in animals they are dietarily derived. 

Carotenoid vesicles are membrane-bound lipid droplets localized in the 
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cytoplasm of the cell. Carotenoid vesicles have a characteristic morphology 

that is readily differentiated from other pigmentary organelles. A second 

type of dermal chromatophore often present is the iridophore. These cells 

contain organelles termed reflecting platelets which produce color 

structurally. Reflecting platelets are membrane-bound purine crystals that 

reflect specific spectra of light depending on the arrangement of these 

organelles in the cytoplasm of the cell. The third type of dermal 

chromatophore often present in reptilian skin is the melanophore. These 

cells are filled with black pigment called melanin that is contained within 

ovoid organelles termed melanosomes. These three types of chromatophores 

are generally arranged in layers with xanthophores nearest the surface, 

followed by an iridophore layer, and finally a lower melanophore layer. 

Many color-change mechanisms are known to occur in reptiles. These 

mechanisms can be subdivided into two broad categories. One category is 

called morphological color change and entails quantitative physical changes 

in pigment cells; either a decrease or increase in cellular pigment content or 

cell death ·and differentiation of new chromatophores (Bagnara and Hadley, 

1973). This is by necessity a "long-term" mechanism as synthesis of pigments 

or differentiation of cells takes time. Little is known about the cellular basis 

of morphological color changes in reptiles. Clearly though, reptiles that 

undergo seasonal color change or ~olor change at sexual maturation are 

undergoing morphological color change. Morphological color changes seem 

to be hormonally induced in reptiles. Generally gonadal steroid hormones 

have been implicated in seasonal color changes (Cooper and Greenberg, 

1992). 
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The second category, physiological color change, applies to changes of 

color and involves structural rearrangement of existing pigment cell 

organelles. The best known example of this can be seen in the dermal 

chromatophore unit. The dermal chromatophore unit is involved in the 

darkening or lightening of tissue colors. One of the two species in which this 

functional structure was first described was Anolis carolinensis (Taylor and 

Hadley, 1970). In the dermal chromatophore unit cellular processes of the 

melanophores extend around the xanthophores and iridophores. When 

melanosomes are dispersed into the melanophore processes to a position 

above the other chromatophore types the skin appears brown (or darker), 

and when melanosomes are aggregated and positioned below the other 

chromatophore types the skin is green (or lighter). Dermal chromatophore 

units have been described in Phrynosoma as well, but they differ in that 

xanthophores are only present in some patches of the skin (Sherbrooke and 

Frost, 1989). There are only melanophores and iridophores forming dermal 

chromatophore units in the remainder of the skin. 

More is known about the control of physiological color change in 

reptiles than is known about morphological color change. Classic 

experiments done in the 1930' s distinguished between hormonal and neural 

control of rapid color changes in reptiles (reviewed in Waring, 1963). Three 

lizards were investigated in some detail. In Anolis, it seems that control is 

hormonal and largely mediated by pituitary hormones (Kleinholz, 1938). 

True chameleons on the other hand seem to have predominately neural 

control of color change (Zoond and Eyre, 1934). Phrynosoma seems to have 

both neural control and hormonal control of melanophore state (Redfield, 

1918; Parker, 1938). 
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Modern pharmacological work on Anolis has led to a more detailed 

view of the role of various ligands and receptors on the disp_ersion and 

aggregation of melanosomes (Carter and Shuster, 1982; Vaughan and 

Greenberg, 1987). a2-adrenergic receptors, P2-adrenergic receptors and a-

MSH receptors have all been identified on Anolis melanophores. 

Pharmacological studies have shown that these receptors mediate dispersion 

and aggregation of melanosomes by either stimulating or inhibiting 
adenylate cyclase. MSH and P-adrenergic receptors with bound ligand 

stimulate adenylate cyclase, which promotes melanosome dispersion, and a-

adrenergic receptors with bound ligand inhibit adenylate cyclase, which 

promotes melanosome aggregation (Vaughn and Greenberg, 1987). From this 

work, models capable of explaining the complex hormonal control of color 

change as a result of certain external factors such as stress were developed 

(Greenberg and Crews, 1983). These kinds of models have yet to be 

developed for Phrynosoma or true chameleons. 

Physiological color change, however, is not necessarily confined only 

to responses of melanophores. In fish, both xanthophores (Palazzo et al., 

1989) and iridophores (Iga and Matsuno, 1986; Kasukawa et al., 1986) respond 

ultrastructurally to various stimuli with resulting changes in tissue colors. 

However, similar color change involving these chromatophore types is poorly 

understood in reptiles. 

Bright, signaling color patches in lizards are of particular interest to 

behavioral biologists, because these probably do not function in 

thermoregulation or crypticity (Thompson and Moore, 1991a). Particularly 

interesting are the observations that these patches often change color 

seasonally or ontogenetically (reviewed in Cooper and Greenberg, 1992). 
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Explanations for color change of bright, signaling patches in reptiles must be 

based on the cellular components that are present. Once the cellular basis of 

color is determined, then meaningful questions can be asked about control of 

color change mechanisms-either morphological or physiological. 

Determining the role of iridophores is critical to understanding bright, 

signaling colors in lizards. It has been assumed that the blue coloration in 

lizards is iridophore-based, that yellow and orange coloration is xanthophore-

based, and that any other color present is necessarily a result of combinations 

of these colors. 

From a search of the literature, it appears that iridophores are the most 

poorly understood type of chromatophore in reptiles. Work by Land (1972) 

and others suggested a physical model for color reflection by iridophores in a 

variety of organisms (thin-layer interference), but this work has not been 

applied directly to the iridophores of reptiles. 

Each of the five chapters that follows describes a single study 

concerning some aspect of the biology of iridophores, ranging from their 

development, morphology, physiology, and ecology in a variety of 

phrynosomatid lizards. 

Chapter 2 concerns the development of iridophores. All dermal 

chromatophores derive embryonically from the neural crest. It has been 

hypothesized that the three types of chromatophores derive from a common 

stem cell embryonically (Bagnara et al., 1979a). This hypothesis is partly 

based on observations of transdifferentiation· of one kind of chromatophore 

into another in tissue culture systems (Ide, 1979). Additionally, mosaic 

chromatophores containing organelles specific to more than one type of 

chromatophore are commonly seen in TEM preparations. 
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The genesis of chromatophore-specific organelles is thought to 

proceed ultrastructurally by similar mechanisms for different types of 

organelles (Bagnara, 1983). Melanosome organellogenesis is best understood. 

A primordial vesicle of RER origin is generated. Subsequently, vesicles of 

Golgi origin fuse with the primordial vesicle. The combination of these 

vesicles then results in the generation of a mature organelle. This type of 

mechanism has been hypothesized for the development of pterinosomes as 

well. Reflecting platelets differ from pterinosomes and melanosomes, 

however, and might be expected to develop differently. The contents of 

reflecting platelets are crystalline guanine (Rohrlich and Rubin, 1975) 

contained within double membranes (Rohrlich and Porter, 1972). 

Melanosomes and pterinosomes lack crystalline purines and are bounded 

only by a single membrane. Little, however, is known about the genesis of 

reflecting platelets in iridophores. The studies that exist document 

organellogenesis in fish and in mollusks (Kamishima, 1981; Gunderson and 

Rivera, 1982; Kamishima, 1990). The shape of reflecting platelets in these 

animals (flat and sheet-like) is quite different from the typical shape of 

reflecting platelets in reptiles (short and rectangular). Additionally, it is 

questionable whether the organelles that are termed reflecting platelets in 

some molluscan iridophores are homologous with vertebrate iridophores. 

The study presented in Chapter 2 documents the development of 

reflecting platelets in Sceloporus graciosus ( a phrynosomatid lizard). 

Organellogenesis of reflecting platelets occurs in the perinuclear region of the 

cell where numerous vesicular structures were apparent. A sufficient number 

of these structures were found to allow formulation of hypotheses about 

reflecting platelet organellogenesis. The development of reflecting platelets 



mirrors the general mechanism of development of pterinosomes and 

melanosomes, further corroborating the common stem-cell hypothesis. 

9 

Chapter 3 addresses the optical mechanism of color generation by 

iridophores in lizards. Two physical mechanisms have been postulated to 

account for color production by iridophores in animals of various taxa. One 

is Tyndall scattering and involves particles on the order of the size of the 

wavelength of light scattering high-energy electromagnetic radiation. This 

scattering mechanism produces a noniridescent, blue, broad-band reflection 

from iridophores. There is good evidence that this optical phenomenon 

accounts for color production in iridophores in some amphibians and fishes 

(Bagnara and Hadley, 1973). The other mechanism is thin-layer interference 

(Land, 1972), which relies on a much more structured organization of 

subcellular components. This interference mechanism relies on planes of 

differing refractive index much thinner than the wavelength of light. Unlike 

colors resulting from Tyndall scattering, the colors produced from thin-layer 

interference can range across the full spectrum and are highly iridescent. 

This is the mechanism postulated to account for color production in reptilian 

iridophores (Rohrlich and Porter, 1972). Colors produced by thin-layer 

interference in fishes and mollusks have been quantified using 

microspectrophotometry (Denton and Land, 1971). Secondarily, TEM 

observations have then been shown to be consistent with the wavelength 

measurements and predicted colors. Microspectrophotometry is especially 

useful for studying the control of physiologically active iridophores, which 

can alter the color reflected by changing their ultrastructure. This technique, 

however, is generally done on whole tissues and not individual cells. 
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In Chapter 3 the thin-layer interference equation generated by Land 

(1972) is applied directly to measurements of electron micrographs of 

individual iridophores. This had not been done previously because it was 

thought that the artifacts resulting from TEM would preclude accurate 

measurement of the necessary cellular dimensions (Rohrlich and Porter, 1972; 

Lythgoe and Shand, 1982; Cooper et al., 1990). Suitable assumptions and 

methods were developed to calculate iridophore reflectances. The calculated 

reflectances were highly consistent with observed tissue colors in three 

phrynosomatid lizard species. Thus, I further corroborated thin-layer 

interference as an appropriate model for color generation in reptilian 

iridophores and provide a mechanism for quantifying iridophore 

contribution to color, independent of the other types of chromatophores that 

may be present. 

Chapter 4 documents the tissue-level differences in color production in 

Sceloporus undulatus erythrocheilus. Rand (1990) demonstrated the presence of 

three color morphs (particularly evident in males) in naturally occurring 

populations of this lizard. One morph has an orange throat and face and 

another has a yellow throat and face, but the third lacks either orange or 

yellow facial color and appears gray. These tissue colors, in addition to the 

blue color of the patches at the base of the throat and on the belly, were 

investigated with regard to determining qualitative differences between the 

morphs. Additionally, two good examples of morphological change were 

documented. One is that throat coloration (orange, yellow, etc.) varies in 

intensity seasonally and is most intense during the breeding season. 

Secondly, blue coloration develops at sexual maturation. All of these bright 

tissue colors were found to result from both xanthophore pigments and 



iridophore reflectances. It was also possible to determine the cellular 

components responsible for each of the morphological color changes. It 

appears that they are controlled by fluctuating androgen levels. 
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Chapter 5 documents a novel color-change mechanism involving 

physiologically active iridophores in Urosaurus ornatus (another 

phrynosomatid lizard). This is the first report of physiologically active 

iridophores from an amniote. Previously, physiologically active iridophores 

had only been previously reported from fishes and squid. In these animals, 
color change is controlled by several factors, including light levels, a-MSH, 

and adrenergic or muscarinic agonists. Temperature is the only factor that 

mediates color change in U. ornatus iridophores. The lizards exhibit the most 

intense blue color at about 40°C and the most intense green at 22°C with 

continuous variation in between. TEM examination of tissues fixed at various 

temperatures revealed that there is sufficient change in the spacing between 

reflecting platelets in response to temperature to account for the observed 

color differences. Temperature effects on reflecting platelet spacing also 

seemed to interact significantly with the osmolarity of the fixative. 

Apparently changes in organelle spacing result from osmolarity changes that 

are mediated by temperature. 

Chapter 6 describes an ecological study that examines natural variation 

in the temperature-sensitive physiological color changes in Urosaurus ornatus. 

Quantification of hue change as temperature was changed in live lizards 

corroborated in vivo the in vitro results of the previous study. It was also 

clear that individual males differ in their ability to respond to temperature. A 

mark/recapture study within a natural population was undertaken, and the 

color-change response to temperature was quantified for the males on the 
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study site. In areas where male home ranges overlapped, the temperature 

response curves of dominant and subordinate males were largely 

nonoverlapping. This difference in the ability to change color is clearly one 

of the factors involved in signaling status in these lizards. 

Chapter 7 summarizes the results of these various iridophore studies. 

The utility of the techniques involved in analyzing the various cellular 

components that contribute to tissue color are discussed. A variety of studies 

that focus on the behavioral significance of bright color patches in natural 

populations of lizards have been published (reviewed in Cooper and 

Ferguson, 1992). These studies have focused on analysis of color patches 

from the whole-animal or whole-tissue perspective. An argument is 

presented that only by understanding the cellular basis of color can sense be 

made of differences in color or color-change mechanisms. 



CHAPTER2 

THE ORGANELLOGENESIS OF REPTILIAN REFLECTING PLATELETS 

INTRODUCTION 

There are three broad groupings of chromatophores each containing 

cell-specific organelles involved in the generation of skin color: 

xanthophores, iridophores and melanophores (Bagnara and Hadley, 1973). 

Color production in two of these classes of chromatophores (xanthophores 

and melanophores) is determined by pigments. Color in most iridophores, 

however, is produced structurally through the process of thin-layer 

interference (Land, 1966). The cell-specific organelle producing color in 

iridophores is the reflecting platelet. 

All three types of chromatophores are hypothesized to originate from 

a common stem-cell line (Bagnara et al., 1979a). This hypothesis is supported 

by the similarities exhibited in the organellogenesis of different kinds of 

pigmentary ( color generating) organelles. These similarities include the 

development of a primordial vesicle derived from the rough endoplasmic 

reticulum (RER) with the subsequent fusion of Golgi-derived vesicles. These 

vesicular structures then differentiate into the pigmentary organelle specific 

to the various classes of chromatophores (Bagnara et al., 1979b). 

Iridophores have been described in a wide variety of animals. The 

development of iridophores has, however, only been studied in a few 

mollusks (Arnold, 1967; Kamishima, 1981) and vertebrates (Bagnara et al., 

1979b; Kamishima, 1981; Gunderson and Rivera, 1982). Several 

morphologically distinct types of iridophores have been described from 

mollusks (Land, 1966; Bracco and Cloney, 1980) of which only one (Land, 

13 
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1966) corresponds morphologically with the type of iridophore seen in 

vertebrates. The vertebrate-type iridophore, which is found also in some 

invertebrates, has rectangular double-membrane bound reflecting platelets 

(Rohrlich and Porter, 1972) that are composed of crystallized guanine 

(Rohrlich and Rubin, 1975) or other substances similar in structure to 

guanine (Bagnara et al., 1988; Oliphant, 1988). This type of iridophore may 

not be homologous with the other types of iridophores seen in mollusks. 

Indeed, Arnold (1967) and Kamishima (1981) in discussing molluscan 

iridophores describe the development of invertebrate-types of iridophores, 

none of which have been found in vertebrates. In this paper only the 

development of the vertebrate-type iridophore is addressed. 

Vertebrate-type iridophores produce color based on the size and 

arrangement of reflecting platelets within the iridophore. Land, in a 

discussion of the physical basis of thin-layer interference using a vertebrate-

type iridophore in a mollusk demonstrated that a reflected wavelength is 

dependent on differences in the refractive index of the crystals comprising 

the platelets, the cytoplasmic layers that separate the platelets, and the 

respective thicknesses of the cytoplasmic layer vs. the platelet layer (Land, 

1966). In order for iridophores to function correctly (i.e., reflect appropriate 

colors) there must be precise control of reflecting platelet size and orientation. 

We know much less about reflecting platelet organellogenesis than 

about melanosome or pterinosome formation. Three papers provide 

extensive data about vertebrate-type iridophores that contain reflecting 

platelets with elongate profiles (Bagnara et al., 1979b; Kamishima, 1981; 

Gunderson and Rivera, 1982), but much less is known concerning vertebrate-



type iridophores that contain reflecting platelets with short rectangular 

profiles, the subject of the present study. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

15 

Sceloporus graciosus from Nebraska used for this study are adults from 

an isolated population (Lynch, 1985). These animals differ from most S. 

graciosus in being distinctively gray in dorsal coloration rather than brown. 

Dorsal skin was examined ultrastructurally to determine the composition of 

the pigmented layer. 

Skin samples were fixed in 2.5% glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M cacodylate 

buffer (0.1 M sodium cacodylate, 0.0025 M calcium chloride, 1 % sucrose), pH 

7.4, for 1 hr at 4-6°C. Samples were postfixed in 2% osmium tetroxide in 0.1 

M cacodylate buffer for 1 hr, rinsed with 0.1 M cacodylate buffer, enbloc 

stained with 2% uranyl acetate for 1 hr and then dehydrated through a 

graded ethanol series. The samples were then transferred to propylene oxide 

and embedded in Epon (Tousimis). Thin sections were cut using a diamond 

knife on a Sorvall MT-1 ultramicrotome. Sections were manipulated in 

several different ways to either enhance contrast or to preserve reflecting 

platelet ultrastructure. (1) Sections were collected on formvar-coated, carbon-

stabilized grids and were stained for 20 min with uranyl acetate and 5 min 

with lead citrate. (2) Some sections collected on coated grids were not stained 

with lead citrate in an effort to preserve intact crystals. (3) Sections were 

collected on high transmission uncoated grids and were stained for 10 min in 

methanolic uranyl acetate and 5 min in a lead citrate/sodium hydroxide 

solution to increase contrast (Kim et al., 1979). All sections were viewed and 

photographed in a Philips 300 transmission electron microscope (TEM). 
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A common problem when studying iridophores using TEM is the 

tendency for the crystals in reflecting platelets to be lost during fixation and 

thin-sectioning, leaving "holes" in the sections. Intact crystals can be inferred 

to be present when either electron-dense material or smooth granular 

material with sharply angled corners is seen within the limiting membranes 

of reflecting platelets (see e.g., Fig. 1). These intact crystals are not subject to 

expansion and rounding upon exposure to an electron beam as are the more 

common "holes" in sections (see e.g., Fig. 6). It is unclear from this study 

whether the basicity of the lead citrate staining solution (Rohrlich and Porter, 

1972) or the mechanical stress of thin-sectioning (Gunderson and Rivera, 

1982) is involved in crystal loss. In most sections, regardless of treatment, 

crystals are lost. Nevertheless, all the observations in this study are based on 

crystals that remained intact. 

RESULTS 

The iridophore layer in these animals was 3-4 cells in thickness and 

contained large amounts of intercellular collagen. Each iridophore was 

largely composed of small rectangular reflecting platelets arranged in a 

layered manner with approximately 15 layers of reflecting platelets per 

iridophore (Fig. 1). Figure 1 illustrates the difference in contrast between lead 

citrate-stained material (high contrast, Fig. lA) and material not stained with 

lead citrate (low contrast, Fig. lB). The sharp angular profiles of the crystals 

in Figure 1 indicate that these sections contain intact crystals. 

Reflecting platelet organellogenesis 

Double-membraned vesicles are readily apparent in presumptive 

generative areas near the nuclei of many iridophores (Fig. 2A). This is often 

accompanied by a preponderance of Golgi apparatus and apparently Golgi-
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derived vesicles (Fig. 2B). Double-membraned vesicles with a wide variety of 

contents are also apparent in these generative areas and appear to form a 

sequence that culminates in the production of mature reflecting platelets. 

The first vesicular components of this organellogenesis sequence are double-

membraned vesicles that contain electron-dense material (Fig. 3A). The inner 

membrane of these double-membraned vesicles can be very difficult to 

visualize due to lack of resolution at this magnification. An arrow in Figure 

3A indicates what appears to be part of the inner membrane of one of these 

vesicles. Next in this sequence are vesicles with partial crystals in addition to 

the electron-dense material within them, along with an apparent diminution 

in the amount of electron-dense material (Fig. 3B). Double-membraned 

vesicles with larger crystals are also apparent (Fig. 3C). These vesicles are 

now oval as opposed to round and both ends of the crystal are in contact 

with the inner membrane and no electron-dense material is evident within 

the vesicle. The last components of this sequence are the mature reflecting 

platelets (Fig. 3D). The inner membranes of these organelles are no longer 

apparent as they are directly attached to the surface of the crystal. This 

membrane is only visible in mature reflecting platelets when it is either 

pulled away from a long crystal face for a short stretch or occasionally at the 

ends of the crystal. 

Origin of double-membraned vesicles 

Based on observations of a variety of other vesicular structures in these 

cells, it appears that the double-membraned vesicles documented above 

originate from single-membraned vesicles (probably ER-derived), which then 

incorporate Golgi-derived vesicles. Two independent mechanisms for the 

uptake of smaller single-membraned vesicles by larger single-membraned 
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vesicles were observed to occur in iridophores undergoing organellogenesis. 

The first mechanism is by fusion of the smaller vesicle with the membrane of 

the larger vesicle, followed by inversion of the smaller vesicle into the larger 

and eventual pinching off of the inverted vesicle. Figure 4 shows a smaller 

vesicle fused to a larger vesicle (f) and a vesicle with a continuous membrane 

forming a smaller vesicle inside itself (i). The continuity of the membrane in 

these two instances suggests that vesicle inversion has occurred. The second 

mechanism is the direct incorporation of a smaller vesicle into a larger one 

by an endocytotic-like process. Figure SB shows a smaller vesicle 

incorporated into a larger one by this process. The membrane of the smaller 

vesicle is still clearly delimited thereby ruling out inversion as a mechanism 

in this case. For most observations of vesicular uptake in these cells it is 

much less apparent which of these two mechanisms is involved. Figure SA 

illustrates the ambiguity that a lack of resolution can cause. It is not apparent 

whether the membranes of the small and large vesicles have fused and 

therefore which uptake mechanism was involved cannot be predicted. 

In addition to these vesicles directly involved in uptake, we observed 

numerous multivesicular bodies (Figs. 4, 6, and 7). The contents of 

multivesicular bodies range from that of several uniformly small vesicles 

within a larger primary vesicle (Fig. 6) to one vesicle that occupies nearly the 

entire volume of the primary vesicle (Fig. 4). Multivesicular bodies could give 

rise to double-membraned vesicles by fusion of the membranes of the smaller 

internal vesicles to form the inner membrane of a double-membraned vesicle. 

Figures 6 and 7 illustrate the variety of vesicular structures ( e.g., single-

membraned vesicles, multivesicular bodies, and double-membraned vesicles) 

that are abundant in Sceloporus iridophores. Figures 4, 6, and 7 also show the 
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preponderance of Golgi apparatus and Golgi-derived vesicles seen in these 

cells. 

DISCUSSION 

Reflecting platelet organellogenesis in vertebrate-type iridophores may 

occur in a variety of ways. The mechanisms involved depend on whether 

the reflecting platelets produced have an elongate or a short rectangular 

morphology. In elongate reflecting platelet formation, actual deposition of 

crystalline material is best documented by Gunderson and Rivera (1982). 

They observed electron-dense particles between the inner and outer 

membranes of a double-membraned elongate vesicle and concluded that this 

material is being transported to the interior of the double-membraned vesicle 

to form the crystal. Actual deposition of an electron transparent crystal 

occurs within the inner membrane, and as the crystal expands the membrane 

stretches, tightly surrounding the crystal. 

In Sceloporus graciosus, using TEM, short rectangular reflecting platelet 

deposition has, herein, been documented. The following sequence is 

illustrated schematically in Figure 8. Electron-dense material appears within 

spherical precursor double-membraned vesicles (Fig. 3A). A partial crystal 

appears and is constructed, most likely from the electron-dense material that 

is present. Partial crystals invariably make contact with the inner membrane, 

which may act as a nucleation site for crystal formation (Fig. 3B). The crystal 

continues to grow until the electron-dense material is no longer apparent. 

Each crystal then extends to a length greater than the width of the original 

vesicle and the vesicle now appears oval (Fig. 3C). The inner membrane of 

the double-membraned vesicle is stretched tightly around the crystal, and the 
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outer membrane is now only loosely associated with the membrane-bound 

crystal (Fig. 3D). 

Bagnara et al. (1979b) and Kamishima (1981) proposed the formation 

of a double-membraned precursor vesicle directly from the ER. Kamishima 

(1981) suggested that a vacuole forms and remains attached to the ER. This 

vesicle then invaginates and elongates, enveloping cytoplasm within the 

cavity created. This structure then pinches off at both ends forming a 

double-membraned "saccule." Gunderson and Rivera (1982), however, 

proposed an alternative hypothesis. They documented the presence of ER-

derived single-membraned vesicles in developing iridophores and then 

illustrated the fusion of smaller, apparently Golgi-derived vesicles with these 

vesicles. These then become double-membraned vesicles by a process they 

have not yet described. 

Thus a model is proposed for the origin of the double-membraned 

vesicles documented in this study. Figure 9 is a schematic showing three 

possible pathways that can lead to the formation of a double-membraned 

precursor vesicle (A, B, and C). Any or all of these three pathways may 

actually function in developing iridophores. An origin of double-

membraned vesicles directly from the ER as hypothesized by Bagnara et al. 

(1979b) and Kamishima (1981) is illustrated by pathway A in Figure 9. The 

fusion of Golgi vesicles with ER-derived vesicles hypothesized by Gunderson 

and Rivera (1982) is consistent with pathway C in Figure 9, although they did 

not observe multivesicular bodies. In this study it appears that processes in 

both pathway Band C in Figure 9 may be occurring. An original single-

membraned vesicle (probably ER derived) is a precursor vesicle. Single-

membraned vesicles are seen in these developing iridophores (Fig. 7). The 
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subsequent uptake of Golgi-derived vesicles is by either (1) fusion of the 

Golgi-derived vesicle to the precursor vesicle followed by inversion of the 

fused vesicle into the precursor vesicle, where it is pinched off (Fig. 9, 

pathway B) or (2) direct incorporation of the Golgi-derived vesicle in an 

endocytotic-like process (Fig. 9, pathway C). Both fusion of Golgi vesicles 

(Fig. 4) and direct incorporation of them (Fig. 5) by larger single-membraned 

vesicles are seen in these cells as well. Both of these mechanisms result in the 

formation of multivesicular bodies by repeated uptake of Golgi-derived 

vesicles. The smaller vesicles contained within the multivesicular body fuse 

with one another, eventually forming the inner membrane of a double-

membraned vesicle (Fig. 9, both pathway Band C). This hypothesis is 

supported by the variety in number and size of the vesicles seen within the 

multivesicular bodies (Figs. 4, 6, and 7). 

Nevertheless, in dealing with vesicular structures of this sort electron 

microscopic artifacts are possible so any or all three of the pathways 

designated in Figure 9 remain viable alternatives. Additionally, the 

possibility that some of these vesicular structures may be lysosomal in nature 

has not been ruled out although lysosomes are distinct from reflecting 

platelets, and reflecting platelet precursors are readily apparent in this 

material. 

This study details the organellogenesis of short rectangular reflecting 

platelets in vertebrate-type iridophores in contrast to the organellogenesis of 

elongate reflecting platelets as addressed in Bagnara et al. (1979b), Kamishima 

(1981) and Gunderson and Rivera (1982). It appears that there may be 

common mechanisms involved in the generation of precursor double-

membraned vesicles for reflecting platelets of elongate and short rectangular 
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profiles and a model is presented. The deposition of crystalline material in 

short rectangular reflecting platelets is described as well. 



CHAPTER3 

TEM QUANTIFICATION OF IRIDOPHORE REFLECTANCES 

INTRODUCTION 

Color in lower vertebrates is caused by three general varieties of 

dermal chromatophores: xanthophores (red or yellow), iridophores ( of 

variable color) and melanophores (black). These cells either act singly, 

together as a functional unit, or in three-dimensional mosaics to produce 

tissue color. The best known functional pigmentation model is the dermal 

chromatophore unit proposed by Bagnara et al. (1968). The strength of this 

model is its ability to explain rapid color changes based largely on the 

dispersion or aggregation of melanosomes within melanophores. This model 

has been invoked specifically in a variety of amphibians (Bagnara et al., 1968; 

Bagnara et al., 1969) and reptiles (Taylor and Hadley, 1970). 

In many lower vertebrates, particularly fish, color production can be 

based solely on chromatophore ultrastructure and changes within another 

type of dermal chroma top ho re: the iridophore (L ythgoe and Shand, 1982; 

Kasukawa et al., 1987; Fujii et al., 1989; Nagaishi et al., 1990). Color 

production in the brightly colored skin of sexually dimorphic lizards is also 

largely dependent on an iridophore-based mechanism. This is especially 

evident in the bright ventral throat and belly patches of males. 

Iridophores are unique color-generating cells in that they produce 

color structurally, rather than by containing specific colored pigments. A 

variety of physical mechanisms have been implicated in color production by 

iridophores including Tyndall scattering (Kawaguti and Kamishima, 1964), 

diffraction (Cloney and Brocco, 1983) and thin-layer interference (Denton and 
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Land, 1971; Rohrlich and Porter, 1972). Iridophores found in vertebrates 

generally contain crystals with a rectangular profile. The crystals, termed 

reflecting platelets, are contained within double-membrane bound vesicles 

(Chapter 2; Rohrlich and Porter, 1972) layered in a very structured 

architectural arrangement. The morphological type of iridophore seen in 

vertebrates is found in a number of mollusks as well, and in fact was 

originally described from a mollusk (Land, 1966). The other known 

morphological varieties of iridophores are found primarily in mollusks 

(Brocco and Cloney, 1983; Hanlon et al., 1990; Kamishima, 1990). Vertebrate 

iridophores that appear iridescent all contain regularly arranged rectangular 

crystals. In these iridophores, thin-layer interference appears to explain color 

well. 

Thin-layer inter£ erence theory 

A theoretical model for describing the optical phenomenon of thin-

layer interference in iridophores was first presented by Huxley (1968) and 

later refined by Land (1972). In this model, the dominant wavelength of light 

reflected by an iridophore is determined by the thicknesses of alternating 

layers of reflecting platelets and the cytoplasmic layers separating them. The 

equation, 

where na and nb are the refractive indices of the platelets and the cytoplasm, 

respectively, and da and db are the thicknesses of the platelet layers and the 

cytoplasm layers, respectively, determines the reflected wavelength (Land, 

1972). The dominant wavelength of reflected light is additionally affected by 
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the angle between the incident light source and the plane of the platelets in 

the cells. This angle can be changed by either altering the angle of incident 

light to the skin or by altering the angle of the crystal layers relative to the 

plane of the skin surface (Nagaishi et al., 1990). The equation presented 

above assumes that the incident light is perpendicular to the plane of the 

crystals. 

An additional important component of this model is the number of 

alternating layers of crystals and cytoplasm that are present in the iridophore. 

The amount of incident light of the dominant reflected wavelength that is 

actually reflected is determined by the number of layers, as only a small 

amount of light is reflected at each interface. Generally, if the number of 

plateleVcytoplasm interfaces exceeds 20, reflectance is near 100% (Huxley, 

1968). Another factor contributing to the percent reflectance of the dominant 

wavelength of light is whether the iridophores are "ideal" reflectors. An 

iridophore is considered to be an "ideal" reflector when, 

11.,max = nada = nbdb 
4 

where the optical thickness of the platelet layer (nada) equals the optical 

thickness of the cytoplasmic layer (nbdb) (Land, 1972). Iridophores in which 

these conditions are found maximize the percent reflectance of a specific 

wavelength of light. 

Applications of thin-layer interference 

Two papers have dealt explicitly with application of theoretical 

concepts of thin-layer interference at the light microscopic level. In the first 
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paper, Denton and Land (1971) concluded, based on observations of 

interference colors using an interference microscope of individual platelets in 

a wide variety of fishes, that most iridophores are "ideal" reflectors. They 

measured a large number of reflecting platelets and documented variation in 

platelet thickness as well. 

In the second paper, Bone and Denton (1971) observed that changes in 

the osmotic concentration of a solution in which iridophores are bathed 

causes changes in the wavelength of light that is maximally reflected. They 

concluded that this change in color must result from a change in the spacing 

between layers of platelets (i.e., the thickness of the cytoplasmic layers). 

Subsequently they examined the effects of glutaraldehyde and osmium 

tetroxide fixation on cell volume. They determined that glutaraldehyde can 

cause up to 40% shrinkage in cell volume while leaving the cells osmotically 

active. Osmium tetroxide had little effect on cell volume but rendered the 

cells osmotically inactive and disrupted the ultrastructure of the iridophores. 

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) has the potential for 

elucidating the structural basis of the phenomenon of thin-layer interference 

in iridophores. Hypothetically, reflecting platel~t sizes, platelet layer 

orientations, and cytoplasmic spacings could be measured directly from 
micrographs and combined with refractive indices to determine Amax· Most 

investigators who have attempted TEM analyses of iridophores often 

consider their results inconclusive because of artifacts resulting from the TEM 

processing techniques (Rohrlich and Porter, 1972; Lythgoe and Shand, 1982; 

Cooper et al., 1990). 

Clearly micrographs of iridophores contain a wide variety of artifacts 

resulting from TEM tissue processing. These include loss of reflecting platelet 
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crystals from prepared sections and cytoplasmic shrinkage, resulting from 

either glutaraldehyde and osmium tetroxide fixation or dehydration through 

an alcohol or acetone series. However, if a number of explicit assumptions 

are made concerning the interpretation of micrographs and if proper care is 

taken in processing specimens, measurements from TEM micrographs prove 

to be a valuable source of information concerning the colors produced by 

iridophores. In this study iridophores from the brightly colored skin of male 

lizards of three species are used as a model system to demonstrate the utility 

of TEM analysis. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 

Glutaraldehyde fixation with a 1% sucrose cacodylate buffer.-This 

protocol was used on Sceloporus jarrovi tissue samples. Animals, collected in 

the Chiricahua mountains, Arizona, were sacrificed by injection of sodium 

pentobarbital into the heart. Skin of appropriate colors was removed, cut 

into 1.0 mm2 pieces, and placed in fixative solution on dental wax. The 

fixative was a 2.5% glutaraldehyde/cacodylate buffer solution. 

Glutaraldehyde was used as a primary fixative because osmium tetroxide is 

known to disrupt iridophore ultrastructure (Bone and Denton, 1971). 

Additionally, it may help crosslink and stabilize guanine crystals (Hayat, 

1981). The cacodylate buffer was composed of 0.1 M sodium cacodylate, 

0.0025 M calcium chloride, and 1 % sucrose adjusted to a pH of 7.4 (calculated 

osmolarity of 337 mOsm). Tissue pieces were subsequently placed in 2.5 ml 

of fixative for 1 hr at 4-6°C, rinsed with cacodylate buffer, postfixed in a 2% 

osmium tetroxide/cacodylate buffer solution for 1 hr at 4-6°C, rinsed with 

cacodylate buffer, and enbloc stained with 2% uranyl acetate for 1 hr. 
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Samples were next dehydrated through a graded ethanol series to propylene 

oxide and were then embedded in Epon (Tousimis). Thin sections were cut 

using a diamond knife on a Sorvall MT-1 ultramicrotome, collected on 

formvar-coated carbon-stabilized grids, and stained (20 min with a 2% uranyl 

acetate solution and 5 min with a 0.4% lead citrate/0.1 N sodium hydroxide 

solution). Sections were viewed and photographed in a Philips 300 TEM. 

Glutaraldehyde fixation with a 4% sucrose cacodylate buffer.-This 

protocol was used for tissue samples taken from Sceloporus undulatus 

erythrocheilus collected in Boulder, Colorado and Sceloporus magister collected 

in the San Simon Valley, New Mexico. The protocol is identical to the fixative 

method outlined above except that the cacodylate buffer contained 4% 

sucrose (calculated osmolarity of 424 mOsm) and these sections were viewed 

and photographed in a JEOL JEM-1200 ExII TEM. 

TEM micrograph measurements 

Fixation artifact necessitates careful measurement of micrographs for 

use in determining the wavelengths reflected by these iridophores (see 

Chapter 3 discussion). Intact reflecting platelets and cytoplasmic layers 

between intact platelets on TEM micrograph negatives were measured 

directly using calipers. The actual size was then calculated based on the 

micrograph magnification. This technique is optimal for making 

measurements of crystal size, and because crystal size was of primary 

importance in this study, it was used for data collection here. 

RESULTS 

Architecture of the pigmented layer 

The arrangement of chromatophores in the uppermost layer of the 

dermis of the lizards examined in this study (Sceloporus jan·ovi, S. undulatus 
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erythrocheilus, and S. magister) is similar to that seen in other lizards ( e:g., 
Sceloporus graciosus, Chapter 2; Anolis carolinensis, Rohrlich and Porter [1972]; 

and Phrynosoma modestum, Sherbrooke and Frost [1989]). 

A layer of xanthophores is located uppermost in the dermis, just under 

the epidermal basement membrane (Fig. 10). Cell processes of these 

xanthophores can occasionally be found interspersed in the underlying layer 

of iridophores (Fig. 10). In S. jarrovi and S. u. erythrocheilus, xanthophores 

contain only pterinosomes, but in S. magister skin tissues of some colors 

contain carotenoid vesicles as well. 

The iridophore layer underlying the xanthophores is generally 2-3 

cells in thickness (Fig. 10). These cells overlap one another extensively. 

Generally each cell contains 10 or more layers of reflecting platelets in a 

highly structured array (Fig. 11). 

Deeper in the dermis, underlying these two chromatophore types in 

many places, is a layer of melanophores, generally one cell in thickness (Fig. 

10). Melanophore processes are rarely seen in the iridophore layer. The 

processes are also not seen to overlie either the iridophore or the 

xanthophore layer. This observation and the lack of arrangement of these 

cell types into functional units preclude the operation of functional dermal 

chromatophore units (Bagnara et al., 1968) in the tissues examined. 

Sceloporus jarrovi 

The tissues examined from adult male S. jarrovi are from ventral belly 

patches (smalt blue, true blue and sky blue), the lingual region of the 

underside of the chin (green) and the area between the belly patches (gold) 

(Table 1). Extractions of pteridines (presumably contained within the 

xanthophores) from all of these tissue colors were analyzed by thin-layer 
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chromatography. They contain only pterin-6-carboxylic acid, isoxanthopterin, 

and pterin; all colorless pteridines. 

Melanophores are present in the dermis of S. jarrovi, but presumably, 

because they are located beneath the other layers, they only affect the 

intensity (lightness/darkness) and possibly saturation (color brightness) 

components of the color, and not hue (wavelength) (Fujii et al., 1989). Cells 

that are smalt blue and true blue appear to have identical iridophore 

ultrastructure (Fig. 12). The difference in color is probably due to underlying 

melanophores (more abundant in smalt blue tissue). The sky blue tissue 

iridophore exhibits a broader range of wavelength reflectance (Fig. 12) with a 

slightly higher mean than true and smalt blue iridophores and the mean 

predicted wavelengths of the other tissue colors examined in S. jarrovi all 

correspond to the observed colors as well. The gold tissue iridophore shows 

a broad reflection profile from yellow/green through orange (Fig. 12). Gold 

color can be defined as white minus blue (Rossotti, 1983), which agrees with 

the predicted reflection profile well (Table 1; Fig. 12). 

Sceloporus undulatus en;throcheilus 

In S. u. erythrocheilus three tissue colors were examined. The posterior 

portion of the chin (gular region) in males during the breeding season has 

two lateral blue patches and anteriorly the chin is either orange or yellow. 

Multiple iridophores were examined from blue, orange and yellow skin 

(Table 1). Analyses of pteridine extracts from blue tissue showed only pterin-

6-carboxylic acid, isoxanthopterin, and pterin; the same colorless pteridines as 

were found in S. jarrovi. In orange skin, drosopterins (orange/red pterins) 

and in yellow skin, xanthopterin (a yellow pterin) and sepiapterin (a yellow 
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pterin) or riboflavin (another yellow pigment) were found in addition to the 

same three colorless pteridines found in blue skin. 

In S. u. erythrocheilus, the reflecting platelet size in blue tissue varied 

very little (Fig. 13) and was maximally reflecting blue wavelengths of light. 

The yellow and the orange tissue exhibited more variation in platelet size. 

The reflecting platelets in the yellow tissue reflect yellow wavelengths 

maximally and the platelets in the orange tissue reflect orange/red 

wavelengths maximally (Fig. 13). 

The yellow and orange tissues are interesting in that the associated 

xanthophores are yellow and orange/red, respectively, as well. It would 

appear that xanthophores contribute to the tissue color by reflecting part of 

the yellow and orange/red incident light, with the iridophores reflecting 

portions of these wavelengths passing through or between the xanthophores. 

If individual iridophores are examined (Table 1), there appear to be a few 

exceptions to the general model (noted by asterisks). The predicted "orange 

cell" in blue tissue and the predicted "blue cell" in orange tissue are explicable 

because these tissues are adjacent to one another on the throat and 

intermingle to some extent. The predicted 11red cells11 in yellow tissue are 

more problematic but are still in the right range of sizes. The effects of these 

exceptions are minor when total reflectance of the iridophores is examined 

(Fig. 13). 

Sceloporus magister 

S. magister is a sexually dimorphic brightly colored lizard that has, in 

addition to bright ventral colors, several bright dorsal colors. Orange tissue 

from the back, orange/yellow tissue from the sides near the forelimbs, and 

yellow/green tissue from the labial region on the underside of the chin were 
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examined (Table 1). The distribution of xanthophore pigments here is more 

complicated than in S. jarrovi or S. u. erythrocheilus. Blue belly patch tissue 

contains only the same three colorless pteridines reported in the previous 

lizards. Additionally, another class of pigments, carotenoids (presumably 

yellow water-insoluble pigments in this case), were identified in the 

yellow/green and orange/yellow tissues, and drosopterins (orange/red 

pterins) were identified in orange/yellow tissue. 

Iridophores examined in S. magister also reflect wavelengths that 

correspond with the colors of the tissue in which they are located. The 

iridophores are reflecting and reinforcing the wavelengths being reflected by 

the pigments in the xanthophores as well (Fig. 14). The yellow/green 

iridophores are reflecting a narrow band of yellow/green wavelengths. The 

reflecting platelet size ranges of orange and orange/yellow tissues are similar 

but appear to overlap. The difference between orange tissue iridophores and 

orange/yellow iridophores appears to be a slightly more yellow component to 

the orange/yellow platelet sizes (Fig. 14). In this species again, the 

xanthophores are contributing the same colors to the tissues as the 

iridophores, with the exception of the yellow/green tissue where the 

xanthophore color contribution is restricted to yellow. 

DISCUSSION 

The general model of thin-layer interference (as presented by Huxley, 

[1966] and Land, [1972]) may describe the optical mechanism functioning 

within lizard iridophores to produce their color. The data from electron 

micrograph measurement techniques presented in this study can be used as a 

test of the applicability of the thin-layer interference model of color 

generation by these iridophores. However, several assumptions concerning 
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artifact measurement need to be made in order to use theoretical equations to 

predict the color of light that an iridophore should reflect. If these 

assumptions and/or the general model equation are invalid, then the actual 

colors of reflected light by the tissues and the predicted wavelengths of 

reflected light should differ. 

Assumptions for using TEM micrograph measurements in the model 

TEM fixation artifacts need to be taken into account in order to use 

measurements from micrographs in calculating predicted wavelengths of 

light from the general thin-layer interference model. Two types of artifact 

must be considered. One is cell shrinkage, which commonly occurs during 

fixation procedures for TEM. In order to address this shrinkage problem, a 

necessary assumption is that the crystalline reflecting platelets will maintain 

their size and shape (i.e., because they are solid crystals) and therefore that all 

cell shrinkage that is occurring will of necessity be restricted to that of the 

cytoplasm of the iridophore. Cytoplasmic shrinkage will then decrease the 

spacing between adjacent layers of reflecting platelets uniformly (Bone and 

Denton, 1971). 

To compensate for an inability to accurately measure the spacing 

between crystals (a critical part of the Land equation for calculating 

wavelengths maximally reflected) a further assumption about these cells is 

necessary. The assumption is that the cells are ideal reflectors. If these cells 

are indeed ideal reflectors, then the optical thickness of the crystal 
component (nada) is the same as the optical thickness of the cytoplasmic 

component (nbdb). Therefore, the optical thickness of the crystal component 

can be doubled and the maximal wavelength reflected can be calculated in 

the absence of accurate measurements of spacing between crystal layers. 
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Denton and Land (1971) reported that most of the iridophores they examined 

appear to be ideal reflectors. If this assumption is not valid in these lizard 

iridophores, then the wavelength predictions of the model would not be 

consistent with the observed scale colors. 

The second artifact problem results from the frequent loss of reflecting 

platelets in sections prepared for TEM. In most micrographs the actual 

reflecting platelets are missing and what is seen are empty profiles where the 

crystals were located. There is some controversy as to whether a staining 

procedure or the mechanical stress of thin-sectioning causes crystal loss 

(Chapter 2). Regardless, these holes where the crystals were located are 

actually holes through the sections, and when they are exposed to an 

electron beam they expand. 

To estimate reflecting platelet size in iridophores accurately it is 

necessary to measure only intact reflecting platelets. Intact platelets can be 

distinguished from holes by their regular rectangular profile, as opposed to 

the rounded sides and corners of holes. Additionally intact platelets have a 

granular electron-dense content, contrasting to the uniformly electron-lucent 

holes (Fig. 11). 

A third possible artifact that was considered but is not important in 

this system is compression of sections. First, because reflecting platelets are 

crystalline they might be thought to have reduced compressibility a priori. 

Any compression would be in the softer tissues. Additionally, if compression 

was occurring, when platelets were sectioned at any angle other than 

perpendicular the rectangular profile of reflecting platelets should have been 

deformed. As profiles were generally rectangular, it was concluded that 

compression effects were minimal. 
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Another set of assumptions separate from TEM fixation artifacts 

necessary for this model concerns the composition of the crystals contained , 

within reflecting platelets and the refractive indices of the crystals and the 

cytoplasmic layers. Rohrlich and Rubin (1975), and Aihara et al. (1989) 

determined that reflecting platelets in a lizard and a teleost fish, respectively, 

were composed of guanine. Bagnara et al. (1988) found pteridines, in 

addition to guanine, in amphibian reflecting platelets. The assumption here 

is that the lizard reflecting platelets examined are composed solely of guanine 

as was seen in another iguanid lizard (Anolis carolinensis) by Rohrlich and 

Rubin (1975). Denton and Land (1971) used interference microscopy to 

determine the refractive index of fish reflecting platelets (presumably 

composed of guanine) as 1.83 and they also assumed that the refractive index 

of the cytoplasmic layers was 1.33 (equivalent to water). Kasukawa (1987) 

used independent estimates of the refractive indices of the platelets and 

cytoplasmic spacing of 1.93 and 1.37, respectively. The differences in these 

values are insufficient to cause changes in wavelength large enough to be 

detected in this analysis (approx. 20 nm). In this study the more conservative 

refractive indices of Denton and Land (1971) are employed. 

A final assumption is that these crystal layers lie parallel to the surface 

of the skin and not at an angle. Therefore crystal orientation will not affect 

the wavelength reflected (Land 1972; Nagaishi et al., 1990). This assumption 

appears to be valid in all of the micrographs examined in this study. 

Applications of the model to lizard iridophores 

Given this model and the set of assumptions specified, by measuring 

reflecting platelets from electron micrographs it should be possible to 

generate predictions of the colors of light that these cells are reflecting. A 



predicted ideal reflected wavelength (Table 1) for an iridophore was 

calculated directly from the thickness of crystals by the equation: 
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Figures 12-14 document variation in crystal size in each species 

examined. Clearly, some of this variation is a result of measurement error 

(including variation in the estimation of TEM magnification), but the larger 

part of this variation is most likely biologically based and results from 

intrinsic variation in reflecting platelet size. Some samples (e.g., blue tissue 

from S. u. erythrocheilus) have very narrowly defined platelet widths (Fig. 13), 

so the colors predicted for these tissues are well defined. Reflecting platelets 

from other samples (e.g., orange from S. u. erythrocheilus) exhibit quite 

variable widths (Fig. 13), therefore the color predicted needs to be summed 

across these widths. The tissue colors from the three lizards examined in this 

study were all chosen because they were spectral colors that allowed 

predictions of wavelength visually (independent of spectrophotometric 

analysis). 

To extrapolate between the predicted iridophore color and the 

perceived tissue color, color effects of the other chromatophore types in the 

tissue have to be considered. In the patches of skin chosen for examination 

in this study, other chromatophore types contribute either identifiable 

pigment colors or no color. From the results of these analyses, it appears that 

iridophores actively contribute to color in brightly colored lizard skin. 
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Quantification of iridophore shrinkage 

Because the thin-layer interference model and the assumption that 

these cells are ideal reflectors appears appropriate, it follows that measuring 

the actual spacing between crystal layers on the micrographs should allow 

quantification of the amount of cellular shrinkage that is occurring as a result 

of fixation procedures. The amount of shrinkage can be determined by 

examining the differences between the optical thickness of the crystal and the 

optical thickness of the cytoplasm. In ideal reflectors these thicknesses are 

equal, so any decrease in the optical thickness of. the cytoplasm as compared 

to the optical thickness of the crystal results from cellular shrinkage. 

Bone and Denton (1971) investigated the direct effects of 

glutaraldehyde and osmium tetroxide on iridophores in fishes by measuring 

scales in these solutions and recording the changes in wavelengths reflected 

spectrophotometrically. Then they inferred that changes in wavelength 

result from changes in crystal spacing, which in turn are a result of changes 

in cellular volume. Additionally, they determined that iridophores were 

shrinking approximately 40% as a direct result of glutaraldehyde fixation. 

They showed that this shrinkage could be avoided by using a buffer that was 

only 60% of the osmolarity of the tissue being examined. 

With the lizard tissues, two different fixation protocols were used to 

examine cell shrinkage. The first employed a buffer containing 1 % sucrose 

(calculated osmolarity of 337 mOsm) and the second contained 4% sucrose 

( calculated osmolarity of 424 mOsm). There is an approximate difference of 

20% in the osmolarities of the two fixatives. Therefore, following the 

arguments presented by Bone and Denton (1971) one expects a 20% 
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difference in the amount of cell shrinkage between the two protocols even if 

the osmolarity of the tissue is unknown. 

Sceloporus jarrovi tissue was fixed with the first protocol, and S. u. 

erythrocheilus and S. magister tissues were fixed with the second. In 

comparing calculated shrinkages (Table 1) there is no clear difference in the 

amount of shrinkage produced by the two fixation protocols (S. jarrovi vs. S. 

u. erythrocheilus/S. magister). The only pattern seen in the shrinkage data is 

that they appear to be bimodal: iridophores are either shrinking or they or 

not (Fig. 15). Cells that are shrinking appear to be shrinking by a relatively 

uniform amount, with a mean of about 46% (Fig. 15). This percent shrinkage 

is consistent with the maximal shrinkage that Bone and Denton (1971) 

reported in response to glutaraldehyde fixation (about 40% ). 

Clearly, in this system adjusting the buffer osmolarity had little effect 

on cell shrinkage. However, in this study, after initial fixation with 

glutaraldehyde and postfixation with osmium tetroxide, tissues were 

dehydrated through an alcohol series prior to embedment. Bone and Denton 

(1971), however, only examined fixation effects and not dehydration effects. 

In this study dehydration procedures may be affecting iridophores uniformly. 

This hypothesis is confounded, however, because tissues were postfixed with 

osmium tetroxide before dehydration and this should have rendered the cells 

osmotically inactive (Bone and Denton, 1971). Additionally, some cells do not 

appear to be shrinking at all (Fig. 15). Definitive explanations for this 

shrinkage are not entirely clear, however, this is a system where cell 

shrinkage as a result of processing for electron microscopy can be empirically 

determined. 
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Testing the general applicability of the thin-layer interference model 

In testing a generalized thin-layer interference model it is important to 

determine if there is a correlation between tissue color and reflected colors of 

both overall tissue reflectances and as seen in individual cells. With regard to 

overall reflectances, there are no exceptions to the model seen in these lizards 

(Figs. 12-14) and there are very few exceptions seen in individual iridophores 

(Table 1). 

The thin-layer interference model and its assumptions are appropriate 

for brightly colored iridophores from lizards and may be even more generally 

applicable to other iridophores in these and other animals. Future work on 

this system should focus on the mechanisms whereby these brightly colored 

tissues change color over a short-term (physiological color change) or long-

term (morphological color change) basis. Within a single cell, crystals are of a 

relatively uniform size. Changes in crystal thicknesses of 10 nm have marked 

effects on colors. Very little work (Rohrlich and Porter, 1972) has been done 

on the cytoskeletal architecture necessary to hold reflecting platelets in place 

in iridophores. Alterations could play a role in color changes. This unique 

color-generating mechanism and an ability to change these colors periodically 

suggest a very fine-tuned cellular physiology capable of regulating the 

deposition, placement and arrangement/rearrangement of reflecting platelets 

within a highly organized array. 



CHAPTER4 

COLOR-PATCH ANALYSIS OF THREE MORPHS OF SCELOPORUS 

UNDULATUS ERYTHROCHEILUS 

INTRODUCTION 

A common feature of many phrynosomatid lizards is the presence in 

mature males of paired, blue, ventral, iridescent gular and belly patches. 

Additionally, in some species there are other brightly colored patches present 

either dorsally or ventrally in males and/or females (Cooper and Greenberg, 

1992). These patches signal either social or reproductive status (Vinegar, 

1972; Losos, 1985; Thompson and Moore, 1991a). Ventral color patches are 

exposed during stereotypical "push-up" displays in which the gular region is 

extended and the body is compressed laterally to varying degrees (Carpenter 

and Ferguson, 1977). Except during behavioral displays, these ventral 

patches are not noticeable, but when displayed, the brilliant flashes of color 

are quite striking. 

Recently, Rand (1990) reported on the polymorphic nature of bright 

facial color patches in Sceloporus undulatus erythrocheilus, and concluded that 

there were discrete orange- and yellow-chinned morphs in populations near 

Boulder, CO. Males develop this coloration at sexual maturity, and of the 

animals that Rand (1991) observed for 3 yr, none changed from orange to 

yellow or vice versa. Males of both of these morphs have paired, blue belly 

patches and paired, blue gular patches that usually fuse at the midline. Rand 

(1990) also briefly discussed a relatively rare morph of adult males in which 

orange and yellow was absent and the blue throat and blue belly patches had 

more black areas (melanized morph). This system of coloration is unique 

40 
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because variation is discontinuous; Le., no intermediates exist. Further, 

polymorphic coloration is important to this lizard's natural history, because 

facial coloration plays a major role in aggressive interactions among adult 

males (Rand, 1991, in press). 

Although adult females of this species lack bright blue patches and 

possess less facial color than males, they usually could be identified as either . 

an orange or a yellow morph. In adult males, the intensity of the orange and 

yellow patches changed seasonally. The patches were brightest at the height 

of the breeding season (during May; Rand, 1990), suggesting gonadal steroid 

control. This intensification of color clearly is mediated by testosterone. 

Males and females collected out of the breeding season (i.e., when facial color 

is faded) and given testosterone implants developed enhanced orange or 

yellow color although no males were induced to change color type (Rand, 

1992). It has been hypothesized (Rand, 1990, 1992) that these color morphs 

are determined genetically. Additionally, females developed blue patches as 

a result of testosterone implants; however, the female blue was less intense 

than the induced male blue. Male blue patches exhibit very little seasonal 

variation; they develop at sexual maturity and are maintained for the life of 

the animal (Rand, 1991). 

A particularly relevant question, given an hypothesis of genetic control 

for this polymorphism, concerns the cellular basis of these colors. What are 

the actual cellular and optical components of color generation in these 

tissues? Are the differences in facial color quantitatively or qualitatively 

based? Answers to these kinds of questions should either support or falsify 

hypotheses of genetic control of morph coloration. 
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Generally, color in the skins of fishes, amphibians and reptiles is 

determined by dermal chromatophores located in the uppermost layer of the 

dermis. There are three general chromatophore types that can act either 

singly or in aggregate to generate overall tissue color. Xanthophores contain 

either pteridine or carotenoid pigments that are colorless, red, or yellow, 

depending on the pigments that are present. Iridophores contain reflecting 

platelets and generate spectral colors by their structural arrangement within 

the cell. Melanoph.ores contain melanin, a black pigment, and largely are 

responsible for the value (darkness) of the tissue colors. In this study, a 

combination of transmission electron microscopic (TEM) techniques (both 

qualitative and quantitative) and thin-layer chromatography (TLC) was used 

to investigate the contribution of each type of chromatophore to any given 

tissue color. 

Transmission electron microscopy at a gross cellular level can be quite 

informative (Frost and Robinson, 1984; Sherbrooke and Frost, 1989). Each 

type of chromatophore contains distinctive organelles. The observation of 

the presence or absence of given types of chromatophores and their spatial 

arrangements with respect to one another limits the possible mechanisms for 

the production of tissue color. 

Finer scale resolution of the contribution of iridophores is possible 

using TEM to quantify the size and spacing of reflecting platelets contained 

within them. These cellular parameters then can be used to calculate 

wavelength reflectances from these cells when the appropriate model (thin-

layer interference) and a set of associated assu1:1ptions is used. 

Likewise, xanthophores can be further analyzed by extracting the 

pteridine and carotenoid pigments from the skin and then separating and 
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identifying them using TLC. Thorsteinsdottir and Frost (1986) present 

protocols and techniques for analyzing pteridines and carotenoids. Most 

pteridines and carotenoids are of known color (or are colorless), and based on 

which pigments are found an assessment of xanthophore contribution to 

tissue color can be made. 

By using these three techniques (TEM ultrastructural analysis, TEM 

quantification of iridophores, and biochemical analysis of pteridine and 

carotenoid pigments), it is possible to provide complete descriptions of the 

cellular basis of any tissue color. Four different tissue colors (blue, gray, 

orange, and yellow) of Sceloporus undulatus erythrocheilus were analyzed in 

this manner. In addition, data are presented on the distribution and relative 

abundance of these color morphs in natural populations. Information on the 

distribution of these morphs among different populations may assist our 

understanding of the genetics and evolution of this unique system. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Sceloporus undulatus erythrocheilus for the cellular analyses in this study 

were obtained from populations near those studied by Rand (1991) in the 

vicinity of Boulder, CO. 

Transmission electron microscopy 

Animals were sacrificed by injection of sodium pentobarbital into the 

heart. Facial colors of the various morphs as well as blue gular tissue from 

each morph were removed and placed in fixative (2.5% glutaraldehyde in a 

cacodylate buffer composed of 0.1 M sodium cacodylate, 0.0025 M calcium 

chloride and 4% sucrose adjusted to a pH of 7.4). Samples of skin then were 

cut into pieces approximately 1.0 mm2 using a sharp razor blade on dental 

wax. These smaller pieces of tissue were kept in fixative for 1 hr at 4-6°C, 
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and subsequently rinsed with cacodylate buffer and post fixed in osmium 

tetroxide (2% osmium tetroxide in cacodylate buffer) for 1 hr at 4--6°C. The 

samples then were rinsed again and stained en bloc with 2% uranyl acetate 

for 1 hr at 22°C. They were dehydrated through a graded ethanol series to 

propylene oxide (10 min in each: 60% alcohol, 70% alcohol, 90% alcohol, 

100% alcohol, 100% alcohol, propylene oxide, propylene oxide) and 

embedded in Epon (Tousimis). Thin sections were cut using a Dupont 

diamond knife on a Sorvall MT-1 ultramicrotome and collected on formvar-

coated carbon stabilized grids. They were stained with 2% uranyl acetate for 

20 min and 0.4% lead citrate/OJ N sodium hydroxide for 5 min. Sections 

were viewed and photographed in a JEOL JEM-1200 ExII TEM. 

lridophore TEM measurement technique 

An appropriate optical model for color production in many 

iridophores is thin-layer interference (Land, 1966, 1972; Denton and Land, 

1971; Cooper et al., 1990). Land (1966) presented an equation for determining 

the predominant wavelength reflected by an iridophore using this model: 

Amax = 2 (nada + nbdb). 

The important wavelength-determining structural parameters included in 

this equation are the thickness of the reflecting platelets (db) and the 

thickness of the cytoplasmic layers separating them (da), where na and nb are 

their respective refractive indices. The platelet sizes and spacing are directly 

measurable from relatively high magnification TEM micrographs. TEM 

embedment and sectioning procedures, however, introduce a variety of 

artifacts, including loss of platelets in most prepared material and the 
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shrinkage of the cytoplasmic components of the cell (Chapter 3). Intact 

reflecting platelets (as opposed to holes; Fig. 19) can be measured directly 

with calipers on TEM negatives and actual thicknesses calculated using the 

negative magnifications. Cytoplasmic shrinkage can be disregarded by 

assuming that these cells are "ideal" reflectors (Denton and Land, 1971). 

Under this condition, the optical thickness of the platelet component (nbdb) 

is considered equal to the optical thickness of the cytoplasmic component 

(nada), and under these conditions, the% reflectance of Amax is maximized. 

The Land equation then simplifies to: 

where db is the thickness of the reflecting platelets and nb is their refractive 

index. Denton and Land (1971) used interference microscopy to determine 

that the refractive index of reflecting platelets infishes is 1.83. If this 

refractive index is used, then the only unknown parameter is platelet size. 

Intact reflecting platelets can be measured from TEM negatives with calipers, 

and actual thicknesses calculated using the magnifications of the negatives. 

This model and its associated assumptions predict reflectances well for a . 

variety of bright colors in several species of lizards, including Sceloporus 

undulatus erythrocheilus (Chapter 3). 

Xanthophore pigment characterization 

The pteridine and carotenoid pigments in xanthophores can be 

separated and analyzed using TLC. Pigments were extracted from 5 x 10-mm 

pieces of skin placed in either 0.5 ml of 70% ethanol or 70% acetone in 

Eppendorf tubes, which then were frozen until analyzed. Thawed skin 
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samples were crushed with a teflon homogenizer and centrifuged at 12000 xg 

for 2 min to remove tissue fragments, and the supernatant was used for 

subsequent analyses. Combination TLC plates were prepared as described by 

Frost and Bagnara (1978); and the silica gel (Type G) and cellulose (Sigmacell, 

Type 100) were obtained from Sigma Chemical Co. Fifty-microliter samples 

were applied 2 cm from the bottom edge of plates using a 100-µl Hamilton 

glass syringe. Plates then were placed in an n-propanoV7% ammonia (2:1) 

solvent and were run in one dimension for 10 cm under a sodium vapor safe 

light. This was necessary because some pteridines are photoreactive and 

degrade rapidly on exposure to light following extraction (Mengel et al., 

1977). Chromatograms were dried and viewed under 360-nm ultraviolet 

(UV) light and photographed with Kodak Ektachrome 200 daylight film with 

a Kodak 2B wratten filter over the camera lens, and a Kodak dark blue filter 

over the UV light source (Fig. 16B). The chromatograms then were scanned 

immediately in a Turner double-beam transmittance fluorometer (model 111) 

with an attached TLC scanner connected to a Fisher Recordall (series 5000) 

recorder. Each lane on the plate was recorded as a single trace on the 

recorder (Fig. 16A). Pteridines were identified by comparing samples and 

pterin standards run on the same chromatogram. Peak heights were then 

used to determine relative amounts of pigments. The standards used were 

biopterin (BP), isoxanthopterin (IXP), neopterin (NP), pterin (2-amino-4-

hydroxypterin, AHP), pterin-6-carboxylic acid (AHP-6-COOH), riboflavin 

(Rib), sepiapterin (SP), and xanthopterin (XP) all obtained from Sigma 

Chemical Co. 
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Distribution of color morphs 

Populational data were collected throughout much of the range of this 

subspecies in Colorado from 1986-1991. In all, 17 populations were sampled 

and all but three were visited at least three times. Two of these sites were 

subject to an intensive 3-yr mark-recapture study (Rand, 1991) and a third 

site (Lyons, CO) was visited 27 times during a 6-yr period. The remaining 14 

sites were studied in enough detail to verify the color morph types present 

within the population. The localities, and sampling and color-assessment 

techniques are described in Rand (1990). 

RESULTS 

General chromatophore ultrastructure 

Xanthophores, iridophores, and melanophores were seen in most skin 

sections examined. Typically, xanthophores lie directly under the basement 

membrane between the dermis and epidermis, iridophores lie underneath 

xanthophores, and melanophores are on the bottom of the chromatophore 

layer (Fig. 17 A). Although the cell layers are not absolutely discrete, they are 

usually distinct enough to be recognizable. The xanthophores contained 

typical pterinosomes containing internal lamellae (Fig. 18A), but no 

carotenoid vesicles were observed in the xanthophores. In blue tissue, 

xanthophores formed a relatively uniform layer, one cell in thickness. In 

bright orange and yellow tissues, xanthophores were more scattered, but 

otherwise appeared identical to those seen in blue tissue. Dull yellow tissue 

examined from a male collected out of the breeding season lacked 

xanthophores, although the layer in which these cells normally would appear 

is present. 
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The iridophores present in all tissue colors are morphologically similar. 

Usually, they constitute a layer two to three cells in thickness (Fig. 17). All 

platelets examined have a small rectangular profile (Fig. 19A) relative to the 

large, thin platelets seen in many fishes (Denton and Land, 1971) and 

amphibians (Frost and Robinson, 1984). Sections of iridophores 

perpendicular to the surface of the skin show typical reflecting platelet 

architecture resembling masonry (Figs. 17, 19A). Sections at more oblique 

angles to the surface of the skin reveal that reflecting platelets are arranged 

with the long axes of the platelets surrounding the centrally located nucleus 

in a circular pattern (Fig. 19B). 

There are fewer melanophores than iridophores (Fig. 17). The 

melanosomes they contained were slightly oval in longitudinal section and 

circular in cross section (Fig. 19C). Processes of melanophores are 

sporadically interspersed among the iridophores. 

The only tissues that generally differed from this overall pattern are 

the gray and blue tissues from the melanized morph. There are many fewer 

xanthophores in these tissues and the pterinosomes appeared empty- i.e., 

they lack the typical internal lamellar structure present in tissues from the 

orange and yellow morphs (Fig. 18B). The iridophore layer resembles those 

of tissues from orange and yellow morphs. However, the melanophore layer 

is different; there were about four times more melanophores in gray and blue 

tissues than in tissues from the orange and yellow morph. 

Ultrastructural analysis of iridophores 

Approximately 10 reflecting platelet widths of 10 iridophores of each 

tissue color ex_amined (blue, orange, yellow and gray) were measured. Figure 

20A shows the distribution of platelet sizes in individual iridophores from 
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blue tissue (from an orange morph animal). These iridophores have narrow 

ranges of platelet width; however, a single iridophore contains much larger 

reflecting platelets than the other iridophores examined. An alternate way to 

illustrate this variation in widths of reflecting platelets is to use histograms of 

platelet sizes summed for the tissue color as a whole (Fig. 21A). This should 

better indicate total reflectance by a tissue. When graphically represented, 

widths of reflecting platelets from blue tissue are normally distributed with 

very little variation in platelet size around a peak centered in the blue portion 

of the visible spectrum (approx. 430 nm). 

There is more variation in reflecting platelet size in iridophores in 

yellow tissue than in those in blue tissue (Fig. 20B), but sizes of platelets still 

seem to be highly coincident with one another from iridophore to iridophore . . 
The histogram of platelet sizes summed for the tissue (Fig. 21B) shows a 

narrow width normal distribution, but the peak is slightly broader than that 

seen from blue tissue. The average reflectance clearly corresponds to yellow 

(approx. 620 nm). 

The platelets of iridophores from dull yellow chin tissue from an 

animal collected out of the breeding season may be slightly smaller (Fig. 20C) 

than those from iridophores of bright yellow tissue. The histogram of 

variation in overall crystal size (Fig. 21C) suggests that the wavelength 

reflectance may have shifted to slightly shorter wavelengths (approx. 550 nm) 

than those of bright yellow tissue. Fewer iridophores ( 6) of this color were 

quantified . . 
In orange tissue, platelet size is highly variable with respect to both the 

range of platelet sizes and the average platelet size per iridophore (Fig. 20D). 

One iridophore contains platelets much smaller than those seen in the rest of 
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the iridophores from this tissue. Figure 21D shows that the variation in 

reflecting platelet widths summed for this tissue is still normally distributed, 

but the curve is much broader and the peak height is about half that of blue 

and yellow tissues. The wavelengths reflected correspond maximally with 

orange and red visible light wavelengths (approx. 620--770 nm), but there 

seems to be considerable reflection in the near-infrared as well (approx. 770-

1000 nm). 

The distributional pattern of reflecting platelets in gray tissue from the 

melanized morph is intermediate to the distributions seen in orange and 

yellow tissues. There is little variation in sizes of reflecting platelet within an 

individual iridophore, but the means for widths of reflecting platelets are 

widely distributed (Fig. 20E). The corresponding tissue histogram (Fig. 21E) 

shows a relatively wide, shallow, normal distribution; and although the 

pattern is similar to that of orange tissue, it is shifted to shorter wavelengths. 

Gray tissue from the melanized morph actually should be reflecting most 

wavelengths except blue. The increased melanization of this tissue makes it 

difficult to see other colors than gray in chin and facial tissue, but gold 

(metallic) highlights are also apparent. 

Thin-layer chromatography of pteridines 

The tissues analyzed for pteridine content in this study are 

intraspecifically variable, both quantitatively and qualitatively (Table 2). 

Orange tissue uniquely contains drosopterins (DP) and yellow tissue 

uniquely contains XP and Rib/SP, but otherwise these tissues contain similar 

amounts of AHP-6-COOH, IXP and AHP. DP standards are not available, 

but both the orange color and position of these bands on the plate (very near 

the origin) corroborate its identification (Thorsteinsdottir and Frost, 1986). 
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Blue throat tissues from each of these morphs have strikingly different, 

pteridine patterns relative to orange and yellow facial tissues. Blue tissue 

from orange morph animals contains higher levels of AHP than orange facial 

tissue and high levels of BP, which is absent from orange tissue, are present. 

Pteridines from blue tissue from a yellow morph animal are similar to those 

found in yellow tissue, but AHP is absent and a small amount of BP (which is 

absent in yellow as well) is present. 

The most striking differences in pteridines, however, occur when 

tissues from the melanized morph (both blue and gray tissues) are compared 

to the other two morphs. Pteridines, including the colorless ones, are almost 

entirely lacking in skin from these melanized animals (Table 2). 

Distributional data 

Seventeen different populations were sampled to determine the 

presence or absence of each color morph during a 6-yr period (1986-1991) 

(Fig. 22). The melanized morph was found to be the rarest, occurring in only 

one canyon (Boulder Canyon, approx. 5.6 km2) in Boulder County, CO. 

Even within this area (Boulder Creek Drainage), this morph was uncommon 

(approx. 10% of adult males). Adult orange and yellow males were found in 

equal numbers within the range of the melanized form. This Boulder 

Canyon population is continuous with surrounding populations (north, west, 

and south) that contained only orange and yellow morphs. Throughout all 

17 populations, the orange morph usually was the most common, and in the 

area of Lyons, CO, 100% of the adult males and females have orange facial 

coloration. The Lyons population is separated from orange and yellow 

populations to the south. The flat valley formed by the south fork of St. 

Vrain Creek and its riparian belt undoubtedly constitute unfavorable habitat 
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that inhibits migration by this saxicolous lizard and forms an effective barrier 

to gene flow. However, to the north the habitat is continuously favorable 

(rocky formations) to the adjacent population, which contains both orange 

and yellow morphs. Thus, the Lyons area probably is not isolated from all 

surrounding populations. Aside from these two exceptions (Lyons and 

Boulder Canyon), all other populations were composed of the yellow and 

orange morphs. The proportions of orange:yellow ranged from 3: 1 to 1: 1. 

DISCUSSION 

TEM micrographs of the different colored tissues in Sceloporus 

undulatus erythrocheilus are notable in several respects. The general layering 

and morphology of chromatophores is similar to that of other lizards 

(Chapter 2, 3; Breathnach and Poyntz, 1966; Rohrlich and Porter, 1972; 

Sherbrooke and Frost, 1989). Particularly relevant is the positioning of the 

melanophores with rare extensions through and around the other 

chromatophore layers, which minimizes the possible importance of dermal 

chromatophore units. Dermal chromatophore units constitute a mechanism 

for rapid physiological color change based upon movement of melanosomes 

within melanophores (Bagnara et al., 1968). The colored tissues examined in 

this lizard do not show rapid color change and this observation, together 

with those on cell morphology, suggest that dermal chromatophore units 

are absent. 

The structure of the pterinosomes, reflecting platelets, and 

melanosomes resembles those of other lizard tissues that have been examined 

(Morrison, pers obs.; Chapter 2; Rohrlich and Porter, 1972; Sherbrooke and 

Frost, 1989). However, the arrangement of reflecting platelets in a 

semicircular array in sections tangential to the surface of the skin is 
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significant. This arrangement ensures that the long axis of at least some of 

the platelets will be perpendicular to incoming light so that any given 

iridophore will reflect light from all directions. 

Carotenoid vesicles were not found in chromatophores of Sceloporus 

undulatus erythrocheilus. This .eliminates carotenoids, which are essential and 

derived from the diet, as possible contributors to skin color. This largely 

eliminates the possible contribution of different diets to differences in facial 

colors between morphs. 

Cellular description of the three morphs 

Orange morph.-In orange tissue, an orange-red group of conjugated 

(i.e., composed of more than one pteridine subunit) pteridines, the 

drosopterins (DP), were identified. DP is responsible for the red 

pigmentation in the eyes of Drosophila melanogaster (Wiederrecht et al., 1983). 

A suite of unconjugated pteridines also is present. These colorless pteridines 

do not contribute to tissue color; they may function as 1) as a precursor pool 

of intermediates involved in the production of colored pteridines, or 2) as a 

stored pool of biochemical cofactors. One such pteridine cofactor that derives 

from these pathways, tetrahydrobiopterin, is important in a variety of cellular 

processes ( e.g., Bel et al., 1992). 

The iridophore reflectances from this tissue are consistent with an 

orange coloration as well (Figs. 20D, 21D). The measurements of crystal sizes 

are incompatible with well-defined maxima in the visible wavelengths, but 

when the measured wavelengths are summed across the visible range, these 

cells should reflect orange-red wavelengths. One cell observed in orange 

tissue had very small reflecting platelets (Fig. 20D). It is probably a blue 

reflecting cell interspersed among the orange ones. This is not unexpected 
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because the blue and orange areas lie adjacent to one another on the throat. 

In any event, the overall reflectance from these iridophores is orange-red 

(Fig. 21D). Examination of both iridophore reflectances and pteridine 

pigments shows that both xanthophores and iridophores actively contribute 

to bright orange tissue color. 

Blue tissue from this morph also was analyzed extensively. The 

pteridine pattern is quite different from that of the orange tissue (Table 2). 

There are higher levels of AHP and high levels of BP; the latter is absent in 

orange tissue. All of the pteridines identified from blue tissue of this morph 

are colorless. The apparent overall higher levels of unconjugated pteridines 

in blue tissue compared to orange tissue simply may result from the 

diversion of precursors that would become conjugated pteridines (DP) into 

alternate unconjugated pteridines (AHP, BP). The possible biosynthetic 

mechanisms are illustrated in Figure 23; however, much remains to be 

learned about such biosynthetic pathways. 

Iridophore reflectances from this tissue are highly consistent with its 

blue color (Figs. 20A, 21A). These cells should reflect blue wavelengths very 

· strongly. As in orange tissue, occasionally iridophores are observed that have 

larger platelets (much as would be expected to be found in orange tissue). 

Such cells probably are part of the adjacent orange tissue (Fig. 20A). As all of 

the pteridines in blue skin are colorless, only iridophores seem to contribute 

to the observed tissue color. 

Yellow morph.-This morph is similar to the orange morph. 

Xanthopterin (XP), a yellow pteridine (Watt, 1964), was identified in yellow 

tissue. Additionally, a prominent yellow compound corresponding to either 

riboflavin (Rib) or sepiapterin (SP) was detected by TLC, although it is 
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difficult to distinguish between these two compounds by TLC 

(Thorsteinsdottir and Frost, 1986). Rib or SP are both yellow pigments that 

may contribute to the overall yellow color of this tissue. Biochemically 

however, these two compounds differ significantly. SP is a pteridine (Fig. 

23), whereas Rib is a yellow pigment derived primarily from plants and 

microorganisms and one of several cofactors necessary for cellular respiration. 

In addition to the yellow pigments, the same set of colorless unconjugated 

pteridines that were found in orange tissue was observed in yellow tissue 

(Table 2). 

The wavelengths of light reflected by iridophores from this tissue are 

consistent with a yellow tissue color (Figs. 20B, 21B). The sizes of reflecting 

platelets are distributed in a narrow-width normal distribution centered on 

the yellow wavelengths of the spectrum (Fig. 21B). Thus, in yellow tissue (as 

in orange) both xanthophores and iridophores seem to contribute to the 

overall, bright yellow tissue color. 

Light yellow tissue collected from an animal out of the breeding 

season was also examined. In this tissue, xanthophores were absent, but the 

iridophores present were calculated to reflect yellow wavelengths of light 

(Figs. 20C, 21C). This suggests that the residual color seen in this morph and 

the orange morph out of the breeding season results from the presence -of 

iridophores and that seasonal intensification of facial color is a result of 

increased pteridine pigmentation. 

Pteridines were analyzed from blue tissue from the yellow morph. 

There were significant differences between the pteridines present in blue 

tissue from orange morph animals compared to blue tissue from yellow 

morphs, with the latter being more similar to the pteridine pattern that is 
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present in yellow tissue. XP, AHP, and Rib/SP are absent in contrast to 

yellow tissue, but trace amounts of BP, which is absent in yellow tissue are 

present in blue tissue. Iridophores from this tissue were not quantified but 

presumably are the same as those in blue tissue from the orange morph, 

because the tissues are similar in color and appearance. Here, as in the blue 

tissue from the orange morph, only iridophores contribute to the blue tissue 

color. 

Melanized Morph.-In the melanized morph, pteridines are almost 

entirely lacking in the gray tissue from the chin. Only trace amounts of IXP 

and AHP were identified (Table 2, Fig. 16B). This absence of pteridines is 

consistent with TEM observations of this tissue. Xanthophores are rare and 

pterinosomes lack the usual internal structures (Fig. 18B); this suggests a lack 

of pigment. Interestingly, iridophores are present and have a reflectance 

profile similar to those of orange tissue; however the overall reflectance of the 

tissue shifted toward shorter wavelengths (Fig. 21E). This profile is 

characterized by a relatively uniform reflectance across the entire visible 

spectrum with the exception of blue wavelengths; thus the skin probably 

reflects a gold color (white light - blue light = gold; Rossotti, 1983). Indeed 

gold highlights are visible in this tissue. The overall gray color of this tissue 

results from hypermelanization. This tissue color also seems to be a result of 

a lack of pteridines that were present in orange or yellow tissue and a change 

in the reflectance profile of the iridophores to a value intermediate to that 

seen in yellow and orange tissue. Thus, the color seems to be determined 

largely by melanophores in gray tissues and by iridophores and 

melanophores in blue tissue. Most importantly, there are differences in all 



three types of pigment cells relative to those present in the orange and 

yellow morphs. 
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It is intriguing that the melanized morph is similar to the melanoid 

phenotype in the axolotl (Ambystoma mexicanum). Melanoid axolotls are 

hypermelanized and have drastically reduced numbers of xanthophores and 

iridophores over their entire body surface (Frost et al., 1984a). It has been 

shown in the axolotl that a phenocopy of the melanoid mutation can be 

induced by feeding wild-type axolotls allopurinol, an inhibitor of the enzyme 

xanthine dehydrogenase (XDH) (Thorsteinsdottir and Frost, 1986; Frost et al., 

1989). This suggests that the melanoid mutant may be associated with 

reduced XDH activity (see Fig. 23) (Thorsteinsdottir and Frost, 1986). XDH 

activity affects all three types of pigment cells (Frost et al., 1984b). The 

melanized morph of this lizard differs in that the aberrant phenotype is only 

noticeable in the ventral color patches and iridophore numbers are still high. 

However, overall similarities exist in the chromatophore composition of the 

melanized morph in this study and the melanoid mutation in the axolotl. 

Color-change mechanisms 

There are two independent color changes in this lizard. The first is the 

development of lateral blue belly patches and blue gular patches. This occurs 

at sexual maturation in males and these patches are maintained for the life of 

the animal. The second is facial coloration which also appears for the first 

time at sexual maturation, but fades and intensifies seasonally (Rand, 1990). 

These colors are most intense in the spring during the breeding season and 

fade throughout the remainder of the year. Laboratory studies indicate that 

testosterone is important in both these color-changing processes (Rand, 1992). 
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The concepts of hormonal activation and hormonal organization seem 

to apply to this system (Rand, 1992). The color changes observed are most 

readily explained if iridophores are hormonally organized by testosterone. 

Thus, the initial production of testosterone would cause differentiation and 

patterning within these cells specific to the tissue color involved, and 

subsequent variation in testosterone levels would not affect them. On the 

other hand, xanthophores would be hormonally activated by testosterone. 

An increase in testosterone would cause synthesis of appropriate pteridines 

in facial tissue, but as testosterone levels drop, so would the amount of 

colored pteridines. It seems that the pattern of testosterone fluctuation is 

consistent with the observed patterns of pteridine biosynthesis (see Rand, 

1990; Rand, unpub. obs.). Faint facial color year-round is a result of 

hormonally organized iridophores, and a seasonal intensification of facial 

color is a result of hormonally activated xanthophores. Currently, we can not 

determine if this morphological color-change mechanism in facial colors 

involves changes within existing xanthophores, or whether older 

xanthophores are degraded and new xanthophores differentiate from a pool 

of undifferentiated stem cells. 

All three morphs examined in this study are qualitatively and 

quantitatively different in terms of the cellular mechanisms of color 

production. Xanthophore differences can be attributed to a common pool of 

pteridine precursors that are used in different biochemical pathways (Fig. 23). 

Presumably, each step on these pathways requires a specific enzyme 

involved in pteridine biosynthesis (Brown, 1985). Differential activity 

(including presence and absence) of these enzymes in different morphs could 
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readily account for the differences in pteridine patterns (Thorsteinsdottir and 

Frost, 1986). 

Iridophore reflectance differences are .more difficult to explain. The 

ultrastructure of these cells can account for the color that is reflected (Chapter 

3; Land, 1972). Little is known about factors that might control the size and 

placement of purine reflecting platelets within these cells (Chapter 2). 

However, I have documented that even small changes in ultrastructure have 

dramatic effects on reflected color. 

Clearly, differences between morphs involve differences in both 

xanthophores and iridophores, and in the case of the melanized morph, all 

three pigment cell types. Each morph may be the result of a single enzyme 

difference. This was hypothesized to be the case for melanoid axolotls (a 

defect in the XDH gene [Thorsteinsdottir and Frost, 1986]) and may be true 

for the melanized morph in this study. Coordinated changes in 

xanthophores and iridophores also may be possible. Both cell types derive 

from a common embryonic stem cell and use the same metabolic precursor, 

guanosine, for purine and pteridine pigment biosynthesis. Thus, simple 

shifts in precursor pools or in particular enzymes may account for numerous 

cellular differences in all three types of pigment cells. If not, then 

independent changes in the different types of chromatophores have been 

shaped by natural selection to form a common end-state, i.e., orange, yellow 

or blue tissue color. Further characterization of the control of coloration in 

this system may allow a distinction between these causal schemes. 



CHAPTERS 

PHYSIOLOGICALLY ACTIVE IRIDOPHORES IN UROSAURUS 

ORNATUS 

INTRODUCTION 

Urosaurus ornatus, the common tree lizard, has sexually dimorphic 

colored belly and throat patches. These patches are particularly brightly 

colored in males. Differences in the hue (the wavelength-dependent aspect 

of color) of these color patches facilitate social communication (Thompson 

and Moore, 1991b). Change in hue of these ventral patches as a result of 

temperature change and stress has complicated efforts to measure their color 

(Zucker, 1988). 

Color in the skin of lower vertebrates is determined by 

chromatophores located in the epidermis and dermis. Three general types of 

dermal chromatophores may be present: 1) xanthophores that contain 

yellow/red or colorless pigments (pteridines and/or carotenoids), 2) . 

melanophores that contain black pigment (melanin), and 3) iridophores that 

contain crystals of guanine or similar substances that can reflect a broad 

range of wavelengths of light based on the crystal size, shape, arrangement 

and orientation within the cell. Iridophores thus impart color by virtue of 

structure rather than pigment. These cell types, when combined in various 

ways, determine visually perceived skin color. 

Mechanisms of color change in lower vertebrates can be divided into 

two general categories: morphological mechanisms and physiological 

mechanisms. Morphological color change involves physical changes in 

amounts or kinds of pigments deposited in the cells and concomitant 
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ultrastructural changes. Morphological color change may occur seasonally, or 

perhaps only once in the life of an animal. Physiological color change, 

however, is generally rapid and involves only rearrangement of previously 

formed cell organelles. 

Iridophores are the only type of skin pigment cells in lower vertebrates 

capable of producing iridescent structural colors. In many iridophores color 

is produced by the optical phenomenon of thin-layer interference (Cooper et 

al., 1990). Land (1966) applied this phenomenon specifically to biological 

systems, postulating that alternating layers of high and then low refractive 

index of defined thicknesses will produce selective reflection of particular 

wavelengths. In vertebrate iridophores the high refractive index material is 

generally membrane-bound purine-containing crystals (generally guanine; 

specific gravity = 1.83) termed reflecting platelets, and the low refractive 

index material is the cytoplasm (specific gravity = 1.33) between the platelets 

(Denton and Land, 1971). For thin-layer interference to work, reflecting 

platelets need to be arranged in regular stacked arrays (see e.g., Fig. 24A-C). 

The wavelength maximally reflected, when the incident light is 

perpendicular to the platelets, can be determined by the equation: 

where na and nb are the refractive indices of the reflecting platelets and 

cytoplasm, respectively, and da and db are the thicknesses of the alternating 

layers of platelets and cytoplasm, respectively. This mechanism is highly 
efficient, reflecting nearly 100% of the Amax wavelength incident on the cell, 

when there are at least 10 alternating layers (Land, 1966). 
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One kind of physiological color change, known from only two groups 

of animals, occurs in physiologically active iridophores where changes in 

ultrastructure (size or arrangement of reflecting platelets) alter the 

wavelength of reflected light. Squid have physiologically active iridophores 

in which changes in the size of proteinaceous reflecting platelets effect color 

change (Cooper et al., 1990). Apparently, changes in squid iridophores are 

controlled by muscarinic receptors. It appears that there are no direct 

synaptic connections to squid iridophores, and instead, cholinergic agonists 

diffuse long distances to the muscarinic receptors (Hanlon et al., 1990). 

A second type of physiologically active iridophore has been well 

documented in several teleost fishes-particularly neon tetras and 

damselfishes. In these species, the stacked reflecting platelets are very thin 

and sheet-like (approx. 5 nm in width). Color change is controlled by 

changes in the spacing between the platelets (Kasukawa et al., 1986; Oshima 

et al., 1985; Lythgoe et al., 1984; Oshima and Fujii, 1987) or, in at least one 

instance, by a combination of changes in spacing and angle of the platelets 

relative to the surface of the skin (Nagaishi et al., 1990). These "motile" teleost 

iridophores appear to be enervated by sympathetic nerves, the 

catecholamines acting on adrenergic receptors. These iridophores also 

respond to a-MSH and melatonin. In the neon tetra, in addition to hormonal 

and neuronal factors, light-sensitive rhodopsin-like photoreceptors are 

present, which are thought to allow ion channels to open, resulting in a 

concomitant increased cell volume and altered skin color (Clothier and 

Lythgoe, 1987). 

In this study I describe a novel temperature-sensitive mechanism of 

color change that is evident in the blue belly patches of male Urosaurus 
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ornatus lizards. This color change is shown to be the result of an 

ultrastructural alteration within the dermal iridophores and is different from 

that seen in squid and fishes. Physiologically active iridophores have not · 

been pr~viously reported in amniotes. Additionally, this is the first report of 

. a physiological mechanism for structural color change that is temperature 

responsive. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The Urosaurus ornatus used for this study were collected in the San 

Simon Valley, Arizona, 6.4 km NW of Rodeo, New Mexico. 

Observational treatments 

To determine what stimuli would elicit color changes in these 

physiologically active iridophores, belly" patch skin was subjected to a variety 

of stimuli, both in vitro and in vivo. Tissue samples for in vitro analysis (5 

mm2 pieces of belly patch skin) were obtained from animals sacrificed by 

decapitation. Stimuli were chosen based on their effects on iridophores in 

other organisms. Different levels of treatment or treatments and appropriate 

controls were conducted at the same time, and any difference in hue between 

treatments was noted. Care was taken with color observations, as hue is 

strongly dependent on angle, changing both with the position of the incident 

light and with the position of the observer relative to the lizard ( or to the skin 

sample). 

Change in color in response to change in temperature was tested in 

vivo and in vitro. Response to change in osmolarity was tested only in vitro. 

Additionally, a-MSH and melatonin were tested by subcutaneous injection 

of 0.1 cc of 10-5 M a-MSH or melatonin in amphibian Ringer's solution (112 

mM NaCl, 1.9 mM KCl, 1.1 mM CaC12' 2.4 mM NaHCO3 [Prosser, 1973]; with 
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a calculated osmolarity of 236 mOsm). Isoproterenol (a B-adrenergic agonist), 

norepinephrine (an a-adrenergic agonist) and acetylcholine (a cholinergic 

agonist) at 10-5 M were applied to pieces of skin in vitro. 

In addition, three modified amphibian Ringer's solutions were tested 
where either the CaCl2 (Ca++ -free Ringer's), the NaCl and NaHCO3 (Na+ -

free Ringer's), or the KCl (K+ -free Ringer's) were replaced with an equivalent 

millimolar concentration of choline chloride. The Ca++ -free Ringer's was 

supplemented with 1.0 rnM EDTA. All three solutions were tested at three 

different total osmolarities for one-half hour. Additionally, tissues in 236 

rnOsm Ringer's solutions were tested for responsiveness to temperature. All 

treated tissues were visually compared to controls placed in normal 

amphibian Ringer's solutions of the appropriate concentration. 

Thin-layer chromatography (TLC) 

Alcohol- or acetone-extracted pigments from blue belly patch skin 

were analyzed using thin-layer chromatography according to the methods of 

Thorsteinsdottir and Frost (1986). Isolated pteridines were identified by 

comparison to known standards run on the same chromatographic plate. 

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 

Osmolarity and temperature treatments were utilized during 2.5% 

glutaraldehyde fixation for electron microscopy. This was accomplished by 

fixing tissues in different strength amphibian Ringer's solutions at specified 

temperatures for 1 hr. Temperature was controlled by placing tissues 

immersed in fixative into watch glasses, with lids to prevent evaporation, 

sitting on a slide warmer at appropriate temperatures. Samples were then 
postfixed in 2% OsO4 in 0.1 M cacodylate buffer (0.1 M Na cacodylate, 0.0025 

M CaCli, 4% sucrose) at 4°C, rinsed with 0.1 M cacodylate buffer, and then 
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en bloc stained with uranyl acetate for 1 hr at 22°C. Subsequently, tissues 

were dehydrated through a graded ethanol series, transferred to propylene 

oxide and embedded in Epon (Tousimis). Thin sections were cut using a 

diamond knife on a Sorvall MT-1 ultramicrotome. Sections were collected on 

Formvar-coated, carbon-stabilized grids and were stained for 20 min with 

uranyl acetate and for 5 min with lead citrate. Sections were then viewed in 

a JEOL JEM-1200 ExII transmission electron microscope (TEM). 

Interpretation of electron micrographs 

Traditionally, studies documenting the action of physiologically active 

iridophores have measured changes in the actual wavelength of light that is 

maximally reflected from a small piece of skin as treatments are applied 

(Oshima et al., 1985; Kasukawa et al., 1986; Clothier and Lythgoe, 1987; 

Oshima and Fujii, 1987; Hanlon et al., 1990). The advantages of using 

techniques that measure wavelength changes directly are that they are 

relatively nonintrusive and tissues can be measured over a period of time, 

through multiple treatments. Secondarily, TEM has been used to infer a 

mechanism of color change (Cooper et al., 1990). 

Processing skin for TEM analysis, however, has been thought to 

produce artifacts that preclude direct measurements for calculating the 

wavelengths of light being reflected (Nielsen, 1979; Cooper et al., 1990). The 

most critical artifact is tissue shrinkage, the extent of which can be variable. 

When attempts were made to quantify this artifact in nonphysiologically 

active iridophores in several other species of lizards, shrinkage was 

determined to be about 40% by volume despite variation in fixative 

osmolarity (Chapter 2). In this study ultrastructural changes were quantified 
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directly by TEM to better understand how temperature and osmolarity affect 

physical changes at the cellular level. 

Fixation artifacts require careful measurement of micrographs to 

obtain accurate ultrastructural dimensions of iridophores (Chapter 2). The 

two cellular dimensions that determine reflected wavelengths are the 

thicknesses of the platelets and the thicknesses of the cytoplasmic layers 

separating them. Early observations of these physiologically active 

iridophores clearly demonstrated that the variable dimension in these cells is 

the spacing between the platelets. A problem in obtaining accurate 

measurements of this dimension is that very few intact platelets are found in 

TEM micrographs of iridophores. Most reflecting platelets are lost during 

processing for TEM, and the holes that remain expand upon exposure to an 

electron beam (Chapter 2). This artifact causes an underestimate of the 

cytoplasmic spacing dimension. 

The TEM micrograph, because of its highly ordered structure, can be 

used as a template for reconstructing the ultrastructure of the iridophore. 

Even if only one intact reflecting platelet is found in a row, by placing tracing 

paper over the micrograph, the platelet's thickness can be used to reconstruct 

the limits of the entire row of platelets. After tracing several rows on the 

micrograph, random caliper measurements can be made of the 

reconstruction, and these can be used to calculate the sizes of both reflecting 

platelets and platelet spacings based on the micrograph magnifications. 

Clearly, direct caliper measurements of reflecting platelet size are more 

accurate than reconstructions in estimating platelet size, but the constructed 

template gives roughly comparable results. Reconstruction, however, 

provides more robust estimates of spacing between layers of platelets because 



intact platelets are generally nonadjacent, and reconstruction allows more 

measurements per micrograph. 

RESULTS 
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The organization of pigment cells involved in color production in the 

belly patches of Urosaurus ornatus (Fig. 24A) is similar to that in other species 

of lizards (Chapter 2; Chapter 3; Rohrlich and Porter, 1972; Sherbrooke and 

Frost, 1989). A layer of xanthophores containing well-differentiated 

pterinosomes is uppermost and intermingled to some extent with the 

underlying iridophore layer. The pronounced layer of iridophores is 

generally two or three cells in thickness. Reflecting platelets in these cells are 

small and rectangular, similar to those observed in iridophores of other 

lizards (Chapter 2, 3; Rohrlich and Porter, 1972). These platelets occur in a 

very structured arrangement that resembles brickwork (Fig. 24A-C). 

Urosaurus ornatus iridophores contain large numbers of mitochondria (Fig. 

24D), in comparison to iridophores from other lizards. Underlying these two 

layers of cells is a layer of melanophores. 

An analysis of alcohol or acetone extracts of belly patches for pigments 

identified only biopterin, isoxanthopterin and pterin-6-carboxylic acid, all 

colorless pteridines. These pigments are most likely contained within the 

xanthophore pterinosomes. 

Change in hue treatments 

In testing Urosaurus iridophores for physiological responsiveness, 

changes in two factors were found to alter the hue of belly patches: 

osmolarity and temperature. Belly patch skin removed from the lizard and 

placed in sucrose (high osmolarity) or distilled water (low osmolarity) quickly 

became colorless and unresponsive. Solutions of intermediate osmolarity 
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continuum from a copper color to intense blue. 
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Localized heating of the belly patches of lizards previously cooled to 

22°C caused the patches to rapidly shift (in less than 10 sec) from a light 

coppery or green color along a spectral continuum to intense blue. If, 

however, the temperature was raised above approximately 45°C, the skin 

became colorless. Tissues exposed to temperatures below 22°C (to 0°C) did 

not exhibit further color change but_ remained light coppery or green. 

A variety of other hormonal and neurotransmitter treatments, applied 

at concentrations that are known to elicit effects in other physiologically 

active iridophores (Oshima et al., 1985; Kasukawa et al., 1986; Clothier and 

Lythgoe, 1987; Fujii et al., 1989; Hanlon et al., 1990), had no effects on the hue 

of belly patches of male lizards. a.-MSH injected into males caused them to 

darken dorsally over a period of minutes but had no visible effect on the hue 

of the belly patches and little if any effect on overall ventral coloration. 

Injected melatonin had no effects on ventral blue patches. Isoproterenol (a is-
adrenergic agonist) and norepinephrine (an a-adrenergic agonist) were 

tested on excised pieces of Urosaurus ventral patch skin without effect on 

color. Light intensity was varied, while temperature was held constant, again 

without effect on hue. 

Additionally, substitution of each of the cations in amphibian Ringer's 

solution (Na+, K+ and ca++) with choline chloride had no effect on color 

or on the ability of the tissues to respond to changes in osmolarity or 

temperature. 
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TEM osmolarity and temperature experiments 

The effects of osmolarity changes on belly patch hue were quantified 

ultrastructurally. Considerable variation in spacing between platelets was 

noted within osmolarity treatments (Fig. 24B, C; Table 3). Variation was 

expected, as some individual iridophores reflect colors different than the 

majority of the cells. These atypical iridophores are included in a graph of 

these data (filled symbols in Fig. 25). The graph in Figure 25 shows a clear 

linear trend in platelet spacing with change in osmolarity, which is especially 

notable if the atypical iridophores are excluded from consideration. At the 

low end of the concentrations tested (118 mOsm) many cells appeared 

ruptured and deformed. Only intact cells were measured, and as shown here 

they exhibit wide variation in platelet spacing. There was a wide variety of 

externally apparent colors at this concentration as well. Additionally, entire 

cells, and nuclei in particular, show clear expansion in TEM micrographs at 

low osmolarities and shrinkage at high osmolarities. 

The effects of temperature on iridophore ultrastructure were 

quantified at two different osmolarities (236 and 472 mOsm). Crystal spacing 

in tissues fixed at both osmolarities varied with temperature (Table 4). When 

examined graphically (Figs. 26t27), there are clear temperature effects on 

organelle spacing in response to either osmolarity treatment. The organelle 

spacing in 236 mOsm Ringer's was consistently higher than organelle spacing 

in 472 mOsm solutions at most temperatures. At 236 mOsm, the change in 

organelle spacing occurred between 22 and 37°C. At 472 mOsm, 

responsiveness to temperature occurred over a narrower range of 

temperatures (28-33°C), nevertheless the magnitude of the overall structural 

response was similar. Additionally, the variation in organelle spacing is 
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consistently greater at 236 mOsm than at 472 mOsm. At 41 °C the cells were 

either completely disrupted (as in 236 mOsm treatments) or showed odd 

variations in spacing (as in 472 mOsm treatments). The differences in 

organelle spacing response as a result of temperature change, when 

compounded with a change in osmolarity, are largely a smaller spacing 

change per °C at 236 mOsm than per °C at 472 mOsm. 

DISCUSSION 

The colors of Urosaurus ornatus belly patches are produced structurally 

by iridophores. The xanthophores overlying the iridophores contain only 

colorless pigments and thus do not affect tissue color. The melanophores 

underlying them possibly affect 'the chroma (saturation) or, more likely, the 

value (brightness), but not the hue of the color (Fujii et al., 1989). Several 

observations confirm that the appropriate optical model for the generation of 

colors by these iridophores is thin-layer interference: 1) The color is strongly 

angle dependent and changes with both the position of the observer and the 

incident light source. 2) The color produced is specular and iridescent. 3) 

Calculations of wavelengths using micrograph measurements in the Land 

equation (see chapter Introduction) match observed tissue colors (Figs. 25-

27). 4) Changes in spacing between reflecting platelets cause corresponding 

changes in color consistent with the Land equation. 5) The loss of colors in 

extreme osmolarity and temperature conditions corresponds with a loss of 

ordered cellular ultrastructure. 

An analysis of variance (ANOVA) of the reflecting platelet spacing 

response to change in osmolarity showed that an effect due to osmolarity was 

highly significant (P < 0.005, Table 5). The wide variation in platelet spacing, 

particularly at low osmolarities, is expected, as this treatment should cause 
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large increases in cell volume. This is corroborated as well by the large 

numbers of osmotically ruptured cells at low osmolarities. The color of the 

belly patches of a recently sacrificed animal matches an in vitro osmolarity 

between lX and 2X amphibian Ringer's concentration (between 236 mOsm 

and 472 mOsm). This is consistent with osmolarities of Ringer's solutions 

formulated for lizards (Prosser, 1973). 

As the in vivo osmolarity varied between 236 mOsm and 472 mOsm 

and the response as a result of change in concentration appeared to be linear, 

quantification of the spacing response to five temperatures was done at both 

236 mOsm and 472 mOsm. A 2 X 5 factorial ANOV A of these data showed a 

significant interaction between the effects of temperature and osmolarity on 

spacing between platelets (Table 5). The significant interaction effect 

precludes relevant significance tests on either temperature or osmotic effects 

alone, but graphically (Figs. 26, 27) there is a clear spacing response to 

temperature at both concentrations. At high temperatures (41 °C) either the 

disruption of the cells (at 236 mOsm) or the large variation in spacing seen (at 

472 mOsm) is consistent with this temperature being near the upper 

tolerance limit for this lizard (Vitt et al., 1981). As the exact tissue osmolarity 

is unknown, the shape of the in vivo response to temperature is unknown, 

but it is probably a shallower step-curve than that seen at 472 mOsm. 

Several observations suggest that this color change response is intrinsic 

to these iridophores; i.e., it is not chemically signaled, and that it is an active 

energy-consuming process. The lack of response by ventral belly patch skin 

to a- or 15-adrenergic agonists, or to a-MSH or melatonin supports an intrinsic 

response. Observations suggesting a predominantly active mechanism are 1) 

the rapidity of the response (under 10 sec), 2) a preponderance of 
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mitochondria in these iridophores (Fig. 24D), and 3) the improbability of large 

changes in skin osmolarity under natural conditions. The large changes in 

osmolarity necessary to elicit appreciable color change are clearly non-

ph ysiological. 

An intrinsic mechanism could be a thermoreceptor coupled to the 

opening/closing of an ion channel or the activation/deactivation of an ion 

pump that would secondarily cause cell volume modifications in response to 

temperature change. Water would follow the movement of ions to balance 

the osmotic pressure and cause direct changes in platelet spacing. This type 

of mechanism has been hypothesized to be involved in photoreceptor control 

of physiologically active iridophores of the neon tetra (Clothier and Lythgoe, 

1987). Alternatively, temperature could be affecting the properties of the 

cellular membranes of these iridophores by directly altering the properties of 

ion channel or pump proteins in the cellular membrane (Cossins and Bowler, 

1987). This possibility would eliminate the need for an active thermoreceptor. 

Interestingly, ion substitutions (using choline) to eliminate each of the 

cations present in amphibian Ringer's solution (Na+, K+, and ca++) while 

maintaining equivalent osmolarities did not affect the color change response 

to either overall osmolarity or temperature. This would seem to eliminate 

any effect of the exchange of these cations, by either channel or pump, from 

outside the cell to inside the cell. One possibility that still remains is that 

some sort of H + exchange from outside the cell to inside the cell may occur 

affecting the osmotic state of these cells. The statistical interaction between 

temperature and osmolarity, as well as the reduced responsiveness to 

temperature at higher cell volumes (induced by low [236 mOsm] osmolarity; 
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Fig. 26) both still strongly imply that this temperature response is osmolarity 

mediated. 

The understanding of the biological role of overall ventral color 

pattern in Urosaurus ornatus is complicated by the large amount of individual 

variation in gular coloration, as compared to the uniformity of the belly 

patches discussed here. The variety of colors seen on the throat, including 

the presence or absence of a central blue spot in a yellow or orange field, 

suggests a complicated color-generating mechanism in the throat patch. One 

component of dewlap color appears to be the physiologically active 

iridophores seen in the belly patches. Indeed, particular care has been taken 

to raise dewlap temperature before measuring color in studies of color 

polymorphism of the dewlap of Urosaurus ornatus (Zucker, 1988; Thompson 

and Moore, 1991a, 1991b). Ventral male pigmentation patterns (throat as well 

as belly patch coloration) are probably involved in advertising for mate 

selection and/or in intraspecific competition for perch sites (Thompson and 

Moore, 1991b). Although males used in this study exhibited a very similar 

maximal responsiveness to temperature, some appeared to be less sensitive to 

changes in osmolarity and temperature, which is perhaps an indication of 

their relative social status. 

The temperature range over which Urosaurus omatus changes ventral 

belly color is within the temperature range of its daily activity (Vitt et al., 

1981). Employment of socially significant color change for advertising is thus 

closely linked, in a thermal sense, to the overall thermoregulatory patterns of 

the lizards, with peak signaling color achieved at optimum activity 

temperatures, and these color patches reverting to more cryptic wavelengths 

at suboptimal temperatures. The identification of temperature-sensitive 



iridophores in this ectothermic vertebrate provides new perspectives for 

understanding the diverse roles of physiological color change in animals. 
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CHAPTER6 

ECOLOGY OF PHYSIOLOGICALLY ACTIVE IRIDOPHORES IN 

UROSAURUS ORNATUS 

INTRODUCTION 

Social interactions in lizards often are characterized by displays of 

color, particularly of ventral patches in the gular region and the lateral sides 

of the abdomen (Cooper and Ferguson, 1992). Often these patches are 

exposed in a set of species-specific display-action patterns that communicate 

social status between individuals (Carpenter and Ferguson, 1977). Male 

Urosaurus ornatus have a particularly complex set of pigmentation cues 

associated with display behaviors (Chapter 5; Zucker, 1989; Thompson and 

Moore, 1991a). This system is further complicated because populations vary 

in their expression of these cues (Zucker, 1988, 1989; Thompson and Moore, 

1991a). 

One set _of cues is the ability of dominant males in certain populations 

(or when in an appropriate set of habitat and/or populational conditions) to 

darken dorsally. This phenomenon was reported first in Urosaurus by 

Carpenter and Grubits (1960). In an enclosure study, they observed that the 

dominant male at any given time was much darker dorsally than the other 

males present. As the status of individuals within the enclosure changed 

(dominant to subordinate, etc.), so did their dorsal coloration. This 

phenomenon also has been observed and documented in a natural 

population of Urosaurus ornatus by Zucker (1989). She hypothesized that 

dorsal darkening may be an adaptation to high-densities of lizards. 
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Two additional sets of visual pigmentary cues involve ventral color 

patches. These are somewhat interdependent. The first involves the 

polymorphic nature of gular pigmentation. Populations range from being 

monomorphic in gular coloration (Zucker, 1989) to having five identifiable 

color morphs (Thompson and Moore, 1991a). Different populations have 

different percentage compositions of these various morphs (Thompson and 

Moore, 1991a). There seems to be both qualitative and quantitative variation 

in gular coloration. The quantitative variation (the size of the blue central 

spot present in some morphs) has been critical in determining dominance in 

staged encounters between males (Thompson and Moore, 1991b). 

The second pigmentary cue involving ventral color patches are the 

temperature-sensitive lateral belly patches. Change in hue of ventral patc~es 

was first noted by Zucker (1988), who observed that hue, as measured by 

comparison with Munsell color chips, shifted to greener hues following 

capture. This shift could be reversed by exposing these animals to a heat 

lamp. Thompson and Moore (1991a) also reported that color changed from 

blue-green to blue at different temperatures. Chapter 5 describes this 

phenomenon in detail and documents that color-change is a result of 

physiologically active iridophores. Iridophore color is produced structurally; 

that is, the arrangement of components within the cell determines the color 

reflected. A detailed ultrastructural study of these iridophores showed that 

color change results from changes of spacing of organelles (reflecting 

platelets) contained within the iridophores. The gular coloration discussed 

previously is further complicated by the observation that at least some gular 

morphs have a temperature sensitive component as well (Zucker, 1988; 

Morrison, pers. obs.). 
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Both dorsal darkening and gular coloration have been examined in 

terms of their contribution to behavior (Carpenter and Grubits, 1960; Hover, 

1985; Zucker, 1989; Thompson and Moore, 1991b). Although hue change in 

response to temperature was documented previously, the potential role of 

ventral hue changes in natural populations of lizards has yet to be examined. 

The primary question addressed herein is whether hue change in response to 

temperature correlates with behavioral parameters. 

A population of Urosaurus ornatus was marked and observed to 

determine the social structure of the population. Additionally, a method was 

developed for generating a temperature-response curve that carefully 

quantifies the change in hue in response to temperature for each male lizard. 

The information from the mark and recapture study was used to determine 

which animals to compare, based on social interactions. These comparisons 

showed that dominant and subordinate males maintain distinct temperature 

response curves; dominant males are bluer than subordinate males over a 

wide range of temperatures and hues. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Observational methods 

The study site was a cattle corral (used only periodically) located 6.4 

km NW of Rodeo, New Mexico, in the San Simon Valley across the state line 

in Cochise County, Arizona. The corral was built of 6 x 12-cm, 2.5-m-tall 

posts (each with numerous crevices) placed approximately 1.5 m apart and 

connected by three rows of 20-cm-wide planking. Approximately half of the 

corral was used in this study (Fig. 28). One side of the study site included 

two separate chutes and an angled ramp for truck-loading cattle. The 

remainder of the study site consisted of linear stretches of gates and fencing. 
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Vegetation near the fence was sparse, except for dead tumbleweed (Salsoli) 

blown against the fence in one or two places. Urosaurus ornatus numbers 

were high and their activities were confined to the fence structure .. 

The site was visited every day or two (a total of 18 times) between 22 

June and 22 July 1992 from 0700 h until lizard activity decreased 

(approximately 0900 h). All the lizards were caught, sexed, measured, 

weighed and had cloaca! temperatures recorded. Lizards were marked 

permanently by toe clipping and temporarily identified using combinations 

of painted stripes (Testor's model paint pens) on the back near the forelimbs 

and the hind limbs. Measurements and marking were accomplished in 

approximately 15 min and the lizard was released where it was captured. 

After marking the lizards, I recorded the positions of lizards observed 

from a distance on a map of the site. Relative activities and behaviors were 

noted as well. Periodically, lizards were recaptured to remark them or obtain 

cloacal temperatures. Home ranges were determined from these data. 

Ventral color response to temperature determinations 

To determine hue response to temperature I used the Munsell System 

of Color Notation (Munsell Color; Baltimore, MD). The Munsell color system 

is a set of standardized color chips of specified hue (wavelength dependent 

aspect), value (lightness/darkness) and chroma (color brightness). Hue is 

divided into 10 major categories (e.g., G [green], BG [blue-green], B [blue], 

etc.), each of which is subdivided into 10 finer hue steps (in~icated by 

number [e.g., 2.5, 5, 7.5]). Each hue step is specified by a unique number-

letter combination (e.g., 2.5 B) and each of these has a corresponding numeric 

hue value (e.g., 62.5). Within each hue step value, and chroma vary from 0 

(dark) to 10 (light) and 0 (low brightness) to 14 or 16 (high brightness), 
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respectively. The value and chroma levels are indicated in Munsell notation 

together separated by a slash immediately following the hue designation 

(e.g., 7/8). I selected a set of color chips that best specified the color change 

that ventral color patches undergo (7.5 GY 7/8, 7.5 G 7/8, 10 G 6/8, 2.5 BG 6/8, 

5 BG 6/8, 7.5 BG 7/8, 10 BG 5/8, 2.5 B 5/8, 5 B 5/8, 7.5 B 5/10, 10 B 5/10). 

Male lizards were captured and taken to an air-conditioned laboratory 

at the Southwestern Research Station. They were cooled to a temperature of 

26°C. Lizards then were warmed gradually by pressing the belly of the lizard 

to a microscope slide warmer for varying periods of time. The temperature 

of the belly skin was determined by pressing a thermistor of a digital 

temperature probe against the skin. Color then was quantified by comparing 

the belly patches to the set of color chips described above. If color was 

intermediate between two color chips, this was recorded. Color comparisons 

were made under an incandescent light directly above the animal with the 

observer's eye about 20 cm distant at a 70° angle to the· table top. These 

parameters are important, because the color is quite angle-dependent 

(Chapter 5). Even though color can be quite variable from one viewing 

situation to another, if consistency in observations is maintained, relative 

comparisons can be easily established. Great care was taken in this study in 

determining both skin temperatures and colors from animal to animal. Color 

was recorded at l-3°C intervals from approximately 26-40°C for each male 

lizard. Lizards were returned to the location where they were captured the 

following morning. 
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Lizard activity was variable from day to day. Overall lizard activity 

showed a positive correlation with both amount of precipitation and cloud 

cover. Twenty-two male and 26 female lizards were marked on the study 

site. Tables 6 and 7 (for male and female lizards respectively) contain 

individual lizard parameters including body measurements, average body 

temperature and measures of activity. At the beginning of the study, most of 

the females were gravid. Midway through the study, there was a significant 

rainstorm and it triggered a round of oviposition. At least five females in the 

study area were no longer gravid by 12 July 1992. An increase in male 

courtship activity and an increase in overall female activity also was noted 

following this date. Male lizards were seen on a more regular basis than 

females. Figure 29 shows a comparison of male and female relative activities. 

Many more females (12) than males (3) were seen only one time. On 

average, females were slightly smaller than males (SVL [snout-vent length] 

and weight; Tables 6 and 7). 

These Urosaurus ornatus are sympatric with a population of Sceloporus · 

undulatus consobrinus. Many times Urosaurus were basking on the same fence 

posts as Sceloporus, but no interactions between these species were observed. 

The population of Sceloporus seemed to be approximately 25% the size of the 

Urosaurus population. 

When active, Urosaurus ornatus spent a large amount of time basking. 

Males also spent a considerable amount of time patrolling sections of fence 

(presumably their home range), displaying to females, males, humans and 

cattle. Frequently lizards were observed to be watching the ground, and on 
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numerous instances, they rapidly descended to capture insects. When lizards 

first emerge for the day they tend to bask in less-exposed areas and then 

become more active in more exposed areas as temperatures rise. Air 

temperatures on the study site generally rose rapidly from 25°C at 0800 h to 

38°C by 1000 h. As the temperature approached 38°C, lizards first retreated 

to shaded areas and then into crevices in the posts or the gaps between 

planking and posts. 

Home-range sizes were estimated by plotting all observations and then 

determining subjectively where linear concentrations of lizard activity 

occurred (Fig. 28). Plotting home ranges was greatly facilitated by the linear 

nature of the habitat. As indicated (Fig. 28), male home ranges tend to be 

larger than those of females, and female home ranges usually are contained 

within a single male's home range. For the most part, male home ranges are 

nonoverlapping. However, in three particular instances, significant overlap 

in male home ranges was observed. Males with relative activities of 1 or 2 

(high activity) actively patrolled along fence tops, displayed frequently, and 

stayed near the top of the fence. Males with lower activities ( 4 or 5) seldom 

were seen and often were in or near another highly active male's home range 

and maintained lower positions on the fences. 

Interactions among male lizards were constrained for the most part to 

vigorous display behaviors. However, on several occasions when a male 

ventured into or near a neighboring male's home range, the intruder was 

actively attacked by the resident. In one area two males (5 and 7) actively 

fought on several days in succession. Attacks usually were highly aggressive, 

with the attacking lizard leaping 50 cm or more, biting the other male, and 

knocking them both off the fence and onto the ground. These males 
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repeated these encounters until one male either left the area or assumed a 

lower position on the fence relative to the other male. 

Male home ranges seem to be actively maintained. When males were 

removed for a day to allow quantification of ventral belly patch color, another 

male often would move into the vacated territory. In one instance when a 

male (25) was removed, a previously unseen male appeared in that area the 

following day. The lizards were released where captured and invariably 

reestablished the same home ranges. 

In the three instances in which there was overlap of home ranges, it 

was possible to define unambiguously social status among males. In each 

case, male home ranges overlapped at least partially and observations were 

made that clearly defined subordinate/dominant relationships. 

The first was a group of three lizards (5, 7, and 31; Fig. 28) that had 

largely overlapping home ranges. Lizard 31 was clearly subordinate to the 

other two and had a lower overall activity, e.g., when seen with either of the 

dominant males it maintained a lower position on the fence. Males 5 and 7 

were considered to be dominant. Both lizards maintained high activity levels 

and were the two males that were observed to fight regularly. In general it 

was Male 7 that would move from a low position to a higher position on the 

fence, where it would be attacked by Male 5. After repeated bouts of 

fighting, Male 7 usually either retreated or maintained a lower position on 

the fence. 

The second group was a pair of lizards (13 and 21; Fig. 28) that had 

only partially overlapping home ranges. Male 21 maintained a higher 

activity level than Male 13, and on at least one instance when Male 21 
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confronted Male 13, Male 13 was observed to move to a position lower on the 

fence out of the immediate vicinity of Male 21. 

The two lizards (25 and 48; Fig. 28) in the third group had completely 

overlapping home ranges. Male 48 was not observed until Male 25 was 

removed from the study site as noted above. Male 48 was then captured and 

removed for a day and Male 25 was released. The following day Male 48 was 

released in the same area and immediately assumed a low position on the 

fence in the shade for the remainder of the morning; Male 48 was not seen 

for the remainder of the study. 

In all other cases it was difficult to determine relative social status. The 

home ranges were nonoverlapping, and males from adjacent home ranges 

did not encroach. 

Color quantification of males 

Dorsal darkening did not occur in males of this population of 

Urosaurus ornatus. Particularly active and/or dominant lizards were not 

darker dorsally than other males. There was considerable variation in dorsal 

color, but it appeared to vary randomly. 

Gular coloration also was variable in males. The predominant morph 

had a solid blue throat, but several individuals had throats that were blue 

centrally with either an orange or yellow margin. One lizard had a solid 

orange throat. A further complication to scoring gular coloration was the 

presence of color-dependent, temperature sensitivity of males as hue change 

in response to temperature is particularly noticeable in the blue areas of the 

throat. Because assignment of many individuals to throat-morph categories 

would have been arbitrary and I was primarily concerned with the role of 

belly patches, I did not quantify throat color. 
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Color change of the ventral belly patch scales in response to 

temperature was determined for 18 of the male lizards observed on the study 

site. A typical sigmoidal response profile is shown in Figure 30A. Note that a 

definite response start and end temperature can be specified and that there is 

a relatively smooth transition between them. Over this temperature range, 

color is changing from a light green-yellow hue to a vivid blue over this 

temperature range. 

Although each response curve had these general properties, there was 

considerable variation among males; Figure 30B illustrates the full range of 

individual variability. It is clear from these data that some lizards turn bluer 

at lower temperatures than others. On the other hand, examination of all 

curves reveals continuous variation within the population between these two 

extremes. There are two important things to note in the variation illustrated 

in Figure 30B. First, some males have higher Munsell hue values than others 

(e.g., 12 compared to 6; Fig. 30B) and, therefore, are bluer. Furthermore, 

overall variation is greater at lower temperatures and hue values ( <Munsell 

hue 40). This variation may reflect observational error, because it was 

difficult to match hues accurately; higher hue values (>40) were much easier 

to compare and match. 

Color-response curves are plotted together for the three cases in which 

relative social status was determin~d (Fig. 31). As seen in Figure 31A, the 

subordinate lizard's response curve (31) is lower at virtually all temperatures 

than the two dominant males' response curves (5, 7). The two dominant 

males (5, 7) have response curves that are similar and largely overlapping 

across the full temperature range. As seen in Figure 31B there is less 

separation between the dominant lizard (21) and the subordinate lizard (13), 
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but at the higher temperatures (> 31 °C) there is separation, and the maximal 

response is higher in the dominant animal (68) than in the subordinate (60). 

In Figure 31C we see the clearest indication of temperature-response curve 

differences. In this case, the dominant lizard has a higher hue value at all 

temperatures, has a lower temperature where color change begins to occur 

(26 as opposed to 29°C), and has a much higher maximal hue value (68 as 

opposed to 58). 

DISCUSSION 

There are some similarities among the population parameters of the 

Aguirre Springs population studied by Zucker (1989) and the population 

studied here. The Aguirre Springs population was confined to a defined area 

(an outcropping of boulders). Dominant males established nonoverlapping 

home ranges. Females had home ranges contained within a dominant male's 

home range, and these areas were generally smaller than male home ranges. 

Subordinate males maintained lower positions on structures in the habitat 

(rocks). 

There are some important differences as well, the most important 

being that there were numerous subordinate males in the Aguirre Springs 

population. This may be a result of a limited heterogeneous habitat (Zucker, 

1989). Only a limited number of premium home ranges were available. 

These areas were occupied by dominant males relegating the other males to 

subordinate status. The habitat in this study was highly homogenous and 

there were many equivalent home ranges; thus m<?st lizards could maintain 

solitary home ranges. It was only when home ranges overlapped that social 

stratification was necessary. Other differences include those between the 

Aguirre Springs population and most other Urosaurus populations 
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(Thompson and Moore, 1991a; Zucker, 1989). Dominant status did not entail 

an element of dorsal darkening. The fencing wood was uniformly dark, and 

lizards maintained relatively uniform dorsal coloration. Throat coloration 

was also polymorphic in this population as opposed to monomorphic in the 

Aguirre Springs population. 

Vitt et al. (1981) presented data (SVL, weight and temperature data) on 

a population of Urosaurus ornatus northeast of Tempe, Arizona. Those 

Urosaurus ornatus were sympatric with U. graciosus and Sceloporus magister. 

The Urosaurus ornatus examined in this study are similar in that they are 

sympatric with Sceloporus undulatus consobrinus. The Urosaurus ornatus 

examined in this study are slightly shorter (males 51 mm and females 49 mm 

SVL in this study and males 52.5 mm and females 51.2 mm in Vitt et al. 

[1981]), and significantly heavier in spite of their length (males 4.55 g and 

females 4.2 gin this study compared to males 3.72 g and females 3.4 gin Vitt 

et al. [1981]). This might be explained by habitat differences; the lizards 

examined in this study were living in a disturbed habitat and insect numbers 

were quite high. Additionally, the area near the fence was quite open and 

insects were readily visible on the ground. On numerous occasions lizards 

were seen to move off the fence for short distances to obtain prey initially 

observed from the fence. The average cloacal temperatures of lizards from 

this population were within the range of variation seen in Vitt et al. (1981). 

Vitt et al. (1981) reported that U. ornatus retreated from temperature extremes 

by entering crevices in large mesquite or by retreating under loose pieces of 

bark. Lizards from the population studied here retreated into crevices in the 

fence posts or gaps between the planking and the posts. 
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It might be argued that this population of Urosaurus is not a natural 

population because they live in a disturbed area on a man-made structure. 

However, the similarities of parameters between this population and those 

studied by Vitt et al. (1981) and Zucker (1989) demonstrate that the structure 

of this population is consistent with that of natural populations of the species. 

In vivo corroboration of in vitro results 

The in vivo observations of temperature-response curves presented 

here corroborate the in vitro TEM study in Chapter 5 that was based on 

multiple treatments of tissues fro~ a single male that was highly responsive 

to temperature. The lizard used in the TEM study was from the same 

population studied here. This animal would correspond well with a 

maximally responsive lizard in this study such as the lizard whose response 

curve is presented in Figure 30A. Both the ranges of temperatures 

(approximately 28-35°C) and wavelength changes (green-yellow to blue) are 

consistent with the ultrastructural measurements presented there (Fig. 30A). 

Additionally, an animal that was not maximally responsive was processed, 

but not reported on in the in vitro analysis presented in the TEM study. 

These data (Morrison, unpublished) showed that in 2x amphibian Ringer's 

solution, the spacing between reflecting platelets was initially greater (and 

therefore greener) than in a maximally responsive lizard at 22°C, and over 

the temperature range studied (22-41 °C) the spacing was consistently greater 

than in tissue from a maximally responsive animal. In other words, the 

curves between a maximally sensitive and a less sensitive lizard were 

displaced just as the temperature response curves are displaced in this study. 

In the TEM study iridophore ultrastructure was used to determine 

wavelength reflectances from tissues. This type of quantification only 
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addresses the hue component of color and not the chroma or value of the 

colors involved. It was shown in this study that wavelength reflectances 

changed in response to temperature and not in response to a variety of other 

factors (norepinephrine, isoproterenol, a-MSH, melatonin). The response to 

a-MSH was particularly relevant. Either in vitro or in vivo, treatment with a-

MSH caused marked darkening of dorsal skin, but no change in hue was 

noted in ventral belly patch tissue (see Chapter 5). a-MSH induces 

darkening by inducing movement of melanosomes within melanophores 

from the center of the cell to the periphery. Additionally, Fujii et al. (1989) 

correlate melanophore densities to control of value and chroma of colors, but 

not hue. In terms of value, this is accomplished by absorbing wavelengths of 

light that are not reflected, thus darkening the color of the skin (a lower 

numeric Munsell value). In terms of change in chroma, the backscattering of 

light of wavelengths near the wavelength of light being reflected by 

iridophores is prevented by their absorption by melanophores, thereby 

increasing the chroma of the skin (a higher numeric Munsell chroma). In this 

study a precise quantification of color change using Munsell color chips 

showed that as hue changed both value and chroma changed slightly over 

the full color range. Value changed from 7 to 5 (became darker) and chroma 

changed from 5 to 10 (became brighter). Interestingly both of these changes 

are consistent with an expansion of melanophores at higher temperatures. 

This would have the net effect of lowering color value and increasing color 

chroma (Fujii et al., 1989). This difference in color was not noted in the TEM 

study, but in that study, color was compared between two tissue pieces or 

two animals of the same hue and not quantified using Munsell color chips. 
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These value and chroma differences in the same Munsell hue values are 

subtle and not nearly as striking as when compared over the full hue range. 

Relevant status comparisons 

It seems that in this population an abundance of equivalent home 

ranges obviates the need for social stratification. If males maintain home 

ranges exclusive of other male's home ranges, then the necessity for signaling 

social status to other males is not clear. Possibly, lizards in neighboring home 

ranges interact with one another to establish boundaries, because home 

ranges overlap little; however, this does not seem to be the case. There is no 

significant correlation between differences in activity, body dimensions, etc., 

and home range size in this population. These kinds of differences may be 

present, but they were not detectable. 

The only time that significant interactions among males occurred, in 

which one male was clearly interacting with another male was in the three 

cases in which home ranges overlapped. These three instances were 

interesting because these animals seemed to establish dominance hierarchies. 

Apparently, a system of cues obviates the necessity for aggressive interactions 

between dominant and subordinate lizards. One component of the signaling 

mechanism involved is belly patch hue. Additional components may also be 

a smaller body size, a lower overall activity, and assumption of positions 

lower on the fences (habitat). In the one instance of overlap without obvious 

ranking by activity or behavior (Males 5 and 7), the temperature-response 

color curves overlapped considerably and the lizards interacted aggressively. 

This observation further strengthens the argument that belly patch hue is an 

integral component of this signaling behavior. 
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Signaling behavior in this population does not appear to include 

dorsal darkening by dominant males as seen by Zucker (1989). Moreover, it 

seems to be independent of throat coloration. A wide range of throat-color 

morphs were present in this study, but in the three instances in which 

subordinate/dominant relationships were established, there were no clear 

relationships between throat color and behavior. Possibly the number of 

throat morphs precludes any meaningful correlation because only three 

groups of lizards were examined. A further complexity of throat coloration is 

the ability of most, if not all, of these males to change the hue of the blue 

components of the gular region in response to temperature. The hue of blue 

throat patches did not always correlate well with the hue of belly patches, but 

they did indeed change. 

This strong correlation between behavior and temperature-response 

curves suggests a variety of additional questions. Foremost is whether 

temperature-response curves change with status. Subordinate lizards in this 

study were smaller than dominant lizards and i~ is possible that the 

differences in response curves have an ontogenetic component. This could 

be addressed by removal experiments. My observations suggest that if a 

dominant male was removed, it usually was replaced by a subordinate. If the 

subordinate male's response curve shifts, then differential responsiveness to 

temperature would likely be a component of status signaling. 

In either event, the data indicate that individual males can shift their 

response curve (either ontogenetically or in response to social changes), and 

at a lower spatial scale, and this poses interesting questions. In the TEM 

study it was suggested that the ability to change color was an active cellular 

process possibly involving temperature receptors and/or ion channels. 
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Differences in response curves suggest differences in iridophore properties. 

If iridophores change, it may be possible to ascertain a cellular mechanism 

mediating this response (down-regulation of receptors, changes in numbers 

of ion channels, etc.). 

Additionally, if males are capable of distinguishing between, and 

responding to, subtle differences in hue, are females? Hypotheses can be 

generated and tested to determine whether sexual selection has had a role in 

maintaining these differences in dominant/subordinate signaling along with 

the hypothesis of aggression avoidance. 

It seems that Urosaurus ornatus has evolved a complex set of 

pigmentary cues that include dorsal coloration, gular coloration, and belly-

patch coloration to mediate behavioral interactions. It may be that this 

complex set of pigmentary cues evolved such that given different habitat and 

populational conditions, clear status signaling can still occur. It remains to be 

seen if correlations can be made between habitat and population structures 

and clear differences in these various signaling behaviors. The other 

possibility remains that each popul~tion simply has used one or more aspects 

of this signaling complex as an historical artifact. 



CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSIONS 

Skin pigmentation is thought to have multiple functions in reptiles. 

Many of these functions can be eliminated as possibilities for bright signaling 

patches in lizards (Cooper and Greenberg, 1992). As these patches must be 

actively displayed, it has been hypothesized that they function 

predominantly as devices for social communkation (Thompson and Moore, 

1991a). Prior work on bright signaling patches focused on determining 

tissue-level variation and color change at the tissue level in relation to 

structuring populations (reviewed in Cooper and Greenberg, 1992). There 

has been very little study of the underlying cellular components and their 

specific control. The exception to this is the detailed analysis of dermal 

chromatophore units in Anolis (Taylor and Hadley, 1970), and this model has 

allowed analyses of the control of color change via the stimulation of 

melanophores (Carter and Schuster, 1982; Greenberg and Crews, 1983; 

Vaughn and Greenberg, 1987). However, describing the cellular basis of color 

would seem to be critical in determining the processes.underlying the basis of 

color and color change. Adequate descriptions for the cellular basis of 

pigmentation and color change mechanisms would greatly facilitate 

understanding the possible functions of these colors in natural populations of 

lizards. 

Much of the work presented here constitutes advances in the basic 

understanding of chromatophore biology, particularly with respect to 

iridophores. These advances allow more complete descriptions and 

explanations of cellular-level phenomena that cause color. The reflecting 

platelet organellogenesis model presented further supports the common stem 
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cell hypothesis for all three types of chromatophores (Bagnara et al., 1979a). 

The involvement of a primordial RER-derived vesicle with subsequent fusion 

of Golgi-derived vesicles has now been implicated in the genesis of all three 

types of chromatophores. The observations on reflecting platelet 

organellogenesis emphasize the similarities that exist in all three 

chromatophore types despite the dramatic morphological and pigmentary 

differences between them. It is also clear from other work that the thickness 

of reflecting platelets is of critical importance in determining the colors that 

are reflected by any given iridophore. It appears that platelet thickness is 

determined early in the process of platelet formation. As the crystal within 

the reflecting platelet begins to form, it first develops the appropriate width 

and then elongates to form a mature platelet. This early determination of 

reflecting platelet width is important in ascertaining the color that the 

iridophore eventually will reflect. However, much remains to be learned 

about the control of iridophore morphology because fine structure is critical 

to which colors are produced. 

The development of a technique for quantifying the unique 

contribution of iridophores is a significant advance for describing the cellular 

basis of tissue color. Prior to the development of this technique, iridophore 

reflectances were assessed either visually or using microspectrophotometry 

(Kasukawa et al., 1987; Hanlon et al., 1990). Microspectrophotometry or 

visual inspection require subtraction of the contribution of other 

chromatophore types to infer iridophore contribution to color. TEM 

quantification of iridophore reflectances described herein in conjunction with 

techniques to infer colors of other chromatophores allows much more 

comprehensive descriptions of the cellular basis of color in tissues. 



Additionally, data obtained using this method of quantification further 

corroborate thin-layer interference as an appropriate model for color 

production by lizard iridophores. 
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Using three techniques, full descriptions of bright signaling colors can 

be generated and used to explain tissue color. The first technique, 

examination of tissues with TEM to determine the presence and arrangement 

of chromatophore types establishes the potential contributors to skin color. 

Only those cell types that are present in skin can be contributing to tissue 

color. Second, measurements of reflecting platelets from TEM micrographs 

allows iridophore reflectances to be determined. Finally, isolation, 

separation and identification of pteridine pigments allows the contribution of 

xanthophores to tissue color to be determined. Once the cellular basis for 

tissue color has been ascertained, explanations for different color morphs or 

color changes can be made by observations and measurements obtained 

using the three techniques described above. It may then be possible to 

determine what genetic differences or physiological /ecological stimuli are 

involved. Control at the biochemical and cellular level constitutes a more 

robust evolutionary explanation of colors and color change. 

Three studies were presented detailing the cellular basis of color in 

two species of lizards that show some interesting differences in both color 

and color change of bright ventral signaling patches. Male Sceloporus 

undulatus erythrocheilus exhibit one of three different facial colors. These 

color morphs appear to correlate with different reproductive strategies in 

natural populations (Rand, 1990). In addition to differences in color between 

color morphs, two kinds of color change occur as well. Facial color intensity 

fluctuates with the reproductive cycle and is brightest at the height of the 
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breeding season (Rand, 1990). These lizards also develop the blue ventral 

patches typical of sceloporine lizards at sexual maturation (Rand, 1990). Rand 

(1992) presented evidence based on testosterone implant experiments that 

both of these co_lor changes are mediated by testosterone. 

A description of the cellular basis of color in these tissues established 

that differences in facial color in different morphs was a result of differences 

in both xanthophores and iridophores. It was also possible to demonstrate 

qualitative differences between all three facial colors. Blue tissue color was 

shown to be solely iridophore dependent. The xanthophores present in blue 

tissue contained only colorless pteridines. Facial tissue examined from a male 

from out of the breeding season showed no xanthophores and iridophores of 

the same color seen at the height of the breeding season. A number of 

conclusions can be drawn from these descriptions. Qualitative differences in 

facial colors between the three morphs support the hypothesis that a genetic 

change is responsible for each morph (Rand, 1990, 1992), perhaps single 

enzyme changes. Additionally, iridophores were shown to contribute to 

orange and yellow facial color. 

From such observations, it was then possible to generate testable 

hypotheses about the control of color change in this lizard. The data suggest 

that color changes in this lizard are morphological. Testosterone appears to 

promote the development of tissue color. Iridophores are organized in skin 

following initial exposure to heightened testosterone levels at sexual 

maturation. Subsequently, testosterone has no effect on these cells. 

Testosterone also appears to have similar effects on xanthophores. However, 

in xanthophores, as testosterone levels fluctuate, so does pigment content. 

For example, as testosterone levels rise during the breeding season, 
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fluctuations in xanthophore color in facial tissue occur as well. Whether 

changes in color correspond to changes in chromatophore number (cell death 

and replacement) or changes in intracellular components (pigments or 

guanine crystals) remains to be determined. 

The belly patches of Urosaurus ornatus were observed to change hue in 

response to temperature (Zucker, 1988; Thompson and Moore, 1991a). 

Cellular analysis of color in these belly patches confirmed that belly patch 

color is solely iridophore-based as is the blue color in Sceloporus undulatus 

erythrocheilus. The color change that occurs is a result of changes in the 

internal structure of the iridophores. Iridophores capable of facilitating this 

type of color change are termed physiologically active and previously have 

been only described from a few fishes and squid. A variety of stimuli known 

to have effects on physiologically active iridophores in fishes and squid had 

no effect on these lizard iridophores. Changes in the ionic composition (not 

osmolarity) of the Ringer's solution into which tissues were immersed had no 

effect as well. -Only temperature and overall osmolarity affected tissue color. 

By fixing skin at various times following various treatments, the 

ultrastructural changes in response to temperature and osmolarity and the 

range of temperatures over which change occurred were determined. The 

results suggest that thermoreceptors may be transducing ion movement 

( either through channels or pumps) across the skin. A change in intracellular 

osmolarity thus results in a passive change in cellular volume, which is 

directly responsible for color change. 

For Urosaurus, once a cellular mechanism for color change was 

established and temperature was determined to be the primary, if not sole, 

stimulus involved, a study was undertaken to examine individual variation in 
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this response. A population of Urosaurus was studied and each male's hue 

response to temperature was quantified. The data verified the results 

obtained using TEM in live lizards. There was considerable individual 

variation in any given male's ability to respond. When temperature response 

was combined with data concerning social structure, it was apparent one of 

the components determining dominant/subordinate status in these lizards 

was this ability to respond to temperature differentially by effecting rapid 

and intense color change. Male lizards are capable of changing status as they 

mature, so in all likelihood this differential responsiveness is plastic as well. 

Thus, up or down regulation of a receptor or changes in the number of ion 

channels or pumps may explain individual variability. 

These three studies demonstrate that cellular level analyses of 

pigmentation may provide explanations for both the underlying basis of 

animal color and how color might function in natural populations of animals. 

When tissue colors are examined in more detail, it is found that 

decomposition of color into its cellular components allows a more complete 

description. A detailed analysis provides a much more robust basis for asking 

questions about possible functions of tissue color. On the other hand, 

information regarding behavior and social structure of natural populations 

can generate interesting questions about the cellular control of color as well. 

Integration of these two sources of information should provide good 

examples of how behavioral studies and detailed studies of morphology can 

complement one another. 
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Figure 1.-(A) Reflecting platelets with intact crystals (r) from lead-

citrate-stained material. A cluster of mitochondria (m) and the plasma 

membrane (p) separating stacked iridophores are apparent as well. X21,000. 

(B) Reflecting platelets with intact crystals (r) from material not stained with 

lead citrate. X45,000. 
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Figure 2.-(A) An iridophore (I) in which reflecting platelet 

organellogenesis is occurring in a generative area (ga) near the nucleus. Note 

the collagen matrix (c) surrounding the cell. Xl3,000. (B) An enlargement of 

the generative area illustrated in Figure 2A. Golgi apparatus (g) and a variety 

of vesicular structures are illustrated. X33,000. 
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Figure 3.-(A) A double-membraned vesicle containing electron-dense 

material (dm). The arrow indicates what appears to be part of the inner 

membrane. X167,000. (B) A double-membraned vesicle containing electron-

dense material (dm) and a partial crystal (pc) attached to the inner 

membrane. X167,000. (C) A double-membraned vesicle containing a nearly 

complete crystal (pc). X167,000. (D) A mature reflecting platelet. Note the 

sharp angular profile of the intact crystal (c). X167,000. 
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Figure 4.-This micrograph illustrates the fusion of two single-

membraned vesicles (f). Additionally it shows the subsequent inversion of a 

smaller vesicle into a larger vesicle (i). Note the presence of other 

multivesicular structures (mv), and the preponderance of Golgi apparatus (g) 

and small apparently Golgi-derived vesicles (gv). A portion of the nucleus (n) 

is visible as well. X69,000. The material in Figs. 4-7 was sta~ed by a high 

contrast method (Kim et al., ~979). 
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Figure 5.-(A) This figure shows three vesicles that are incorporating 

smaller vesicles. Note the abundance of smaller Golgi-derived vesicles 

(indicated by arrows). X118,000. (B) Direct incorporation of an intact smaller 

vesicle into a larger vesicle is shown here. X230,000. 
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Figure 6.-This figure illustrates a variety of single-membraned 

multivesicular structures (indicated by arrows). The Golgi (g) apparatus is 

very well defined. "Holes" (h) where vesicle contents were lost during 

processing are apparent. X72,000. 
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Figure 7.-This micrograph shows a generative area of an iridophore 

containing single-membraned vesicles (sv), double-membraned vesicles (dv), 

multivesicular structures (mv) and a mature reflecting platelet (r). The 

plasma membrane (p) is also apparent. X83,000. 
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Figure 8.-Schematic representation of what occurs during crystal 

deposition within short rectangular reflecting platelets. (1) A double-

membraned vesicle forms. (2) This double-membraned vesicle accumulates 

electron-dense material. (3) A partial crystal forms from the electron-dense 

material near the inner membrane of the vesicle. (4) The crystal continues 

forming until the electron-dense material is no longer evident. (5) As the 

crystal grows larger it stretches the double-membraned vesicle and this 

structure now exhibits the morphology of a mature reflecting platelet. 
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Figure 9.-Schematic representation of the possible modes of origin of 

the primordial double-membraned vesicles. Three pathways are possible. [A] 

The direct formation of a double-membraned vesicle (9) from the ER. [B] The 

uptake of vesicles by direct incorporation (1, 5, 6). Vesicles from the Golgi are 

directly incorporated by the single-membraned precursor vesicle (5, 6). [CJ 
The uptake of vesicles by fusion and inversion (1, 2, 3, 4). Vesicles from the 

Golgi fuse with the outer membrane of_ a single-membraned vesicle (2). 

These vesicles then invert (3) and form smaller vesicles within the larger 

vesicle (4). In pathways B and C a number of vesicles are taken up to 

eventually form a multivesicular body (4,7). These smaller vesicles contained 

within the multivesicular body fuse together (7,8) to form the inner 

membrane of a double-membraned vesicle (9). 
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Figure 10.-Typical arrangement of chromatophores in the dermis of 

brightly colored lizard skin. The keratinized scale (K) is uppermost, with the 

epidermis (E) and the basement membrane directly underneath it. The 

chromatophores are layered directly under the basement membrane with 

xanthophores (X) first, iridophores (I) next, and melanophores (M) deepest. 

The round pigmentary organelles contained within the xanthophores are 

pterinosomes, the crystals within the iridophores are reflecting platelets, and 

the oval black organelles within the melanophores are melanosomes. This 

section is of yellow tissue from Sceloporus undulatus erythrocheilus. Bar = 200 

µm 
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Figure 11.-The highly structured arrangement of reflecting platelets 

within an iridophore. Reflecting platelets are arranged in horizontal rows 

with a set spacing between layers. This micrograph also illustrates the 

difference between the commonly observed holes (H) where reflecting 

platelets are lost and the more infrequent intact crystals (C). Only intact 

crystals can be measured to estimate wavelength reflectance. Bar= 10 µm 
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Figure 12.-The range of crystal sizes in iridophores in Sceloporus 

jarrovi skin. In this lizard only one iridophore in each tissue color was 

measured. The bar indicates the range and mean of ten crystal widths 

measured in that cell. The horizontal size of each bar indicates crystal width 

on the upper axis and shows the "ideal" wavelength (4nada) on the lower 

axis. 
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Figure 13.-Variation in crystal sizes summed from a number of 

iridophores from three different tissue colors in Sceloporus undulatus 

erythrocheilus skin. The total number of iridophores of each color measured is 

documented in Table 1. Ten crystals were measured from each cell. When 

each peak of crystal width is used to calculate an "ideal" wavelength, it 

corresponds with the color of the tissue. 
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Figure 14.-Variation in crystal sizes summed from a number of 

iridophores from three different tissue colors in Sceloporus magister skin. The 

"ideal" wavelengths again correspond to tissue color. 
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Figure 15.-The amount of cellular shrinkage calculated when 

assuming the thin-layer interference model and its assumptions correct. Note 

the bimodal distribution showing either no shrinkage or about 45% 

shrinkage. The actual shrinkages are contained in Table 1. 
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Figure 16.-A) Example of a scan using the fluorometer plate scanner. 

Each lane on a TLC plate is scanned separately. Peaks indicate a lack of UV 

transmittance through the plate. These scans can be used to determine 

relative position and quantity. This scan is of the fourth lane (yellow) seen in 

Fig. 16B. B) Photograph of a typical TLC plate. This photograph was 

obtained by projecting a color slide onto black and white photographic 

paper. The actual plate showed colored fluorescent bands on a black 

background. XP and DP differ very slightly in position as indicated, but on 

the actual plate XP was yellow and DP was orange. Also note the virtual lack 

of pteridines from melanized tissue. 
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Figure 17.-A TEM micrograph showing the general arrangement and 

structure of chromatophores in the dermis of Sceloporus undulatus 

erythrocheilus. The cornified scale (s) and epidermis (e) are indicated. 

Chromatophores are located in a layer immediately under the basement 

membrane. Xanthophores (x), iridophores (i) and melanophores (m) are 

indicated. This is a section through blue tissue. Bar = 3 µm. 
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Figure 18.-A) Typical pterinosomes (p) from blue tissue showing the 

concentric electron-dense lamellae probably associated with pteridine 

deposition. Bar = 400 nm. B) Pterinosomes (p) from gray tissue from a 

melanized morph. Xanthophores in this tissue were very scattered and had 

very few pterinosomes. Note the empty appearance of these pterinosornes 

relative to the typical pterinosornes shown in Fig. 18A. Bar= 400 nm. 
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Figure 19.-A) A TEM micrograph showing typical reflecting platelets. 

Both intact platelets (p) and the typical holes (h) that are formed during 

processing for TEM are indicated. Both crystal loss and shrinkage of the 

cytoplasmic layers between adjacent layers of platelets must be considered in 

calculating wavelength reflectances from measurements of TEM micrographs. 

Note the highly structured arrangement of reflecting platelets. This is a 

section through yellow tissue. Bar = 200 nm. B) An oblique section through 

an iridophore. Reflecting platelets (p) are arranged in circular pattern 

surrounding the centrally located nucleus (n). This arrangement aids in 

reducing the effect of position of the observer on observed iridophore 

reflectances. Bar = 1.5 µm. C) A TEM micrograph of typical melanosomes 

(m) in this lizard. Oval profiles represent longitudinal sections, and circular 

profiles are cross sections. Bar = 400 nm. 
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Figure 20.-Graphs showing reflecting platelet width variation within 

individual iridophores. Each bar indicates the low, average and high 

reflecting platelet width per cell. Using the ideal wavelength formula 

presented in the text, crystal width can be converted directly to wavelength 

reflectances. Wavelength reflectances are plotted as a second axis. The dark 

dashed vertical bars indicate the limits of the visible spectrum. A) Blue tissue 

iridophores. B) Yellow tissue iridophores obtained from a male during 

breeding season. C) Yellow tissue iridophores obtained from a male out of 

the breeding season. D) Orange tissue iridophores obtained from a male 

during breeding season. E) Gray tissue iridophores obtained from a 

melanized male during the breeding season. 
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Figure 21.-Histograms showing tissue level variation in reflecting 

platelet widths. Reflecting platelets from all iridophores of a given tissue 

color combined to show variation in crystal width by tissue. The tissue is 

perceived as a unit, so this should give the most accurate assessment of 

overall tissue color. Wavelength reflectance is plotted as a second axis. A) 

Blue tissue reflecting platelets. B) Yellow tissue reflecting platelets. C) Yellow 

tissue reflecting platelets from a male out of the breeding season. Note the 

lower number of overall crystals measured compared to the other tissues. D) 

Orange tissue reflecting platelets. E) Gray tissue reflecting platelets. 
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Figure 22.-Distribution of north-central Sceloporus undulatus 

erythrocheilus populations with known color morph compositions. Diamonds 

represent populations with both orange and yellow morph individuals. The 

solid circle indicates the population with only the orange morph present. 

The star is the location where all three morphs occur (including the 

melanized morph). The dotted line is the 2,100 m elevation contour line. 

Counties indicated are as follows: LA, Larimer; BL, Boulder; JF, Jefferson; 

DO, Douglas; TL, Teller; arid EP, El Paso. 
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Figure 23.-A simplified flowchart of pteridine biosynthesis pathways 

showing intermediates and the pteridines that were found in Sceloporus 

undulatus erythrocheilus. Note that all the pterins present derive from 

guanosine, the putative XDH activity in at least two transitions, and the 

conjugated nature of drosopterins. 
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Figure 24.-A) A TEM micrograph showing the arrangement and 

ultrastructure of chromatophores in Urosaurus ornatus dermis. The cornified 

layer of the scale (c) and the epidermis (e) are shown in relation to the 

underlying chromatophores in the dermis. Xanthophores (x), iridophores (i) 

and melanophores (m) are indicated. Bar= 3 µm. B) Layers of reflecting 

platelets (rp) in an iridophore in a maximally compressed state induced by 

placing the tissue in a high osmolarity (944 mOsm) solution. This same 

compressed state can be induced by high temperatures (41 °C) as well. Most 

platelet locations are indicated by holes (h) where crystals were lost during 

fixation procedures. In this study only intact reflecting platelets (rp) were 

used for measurements. Bar= 60 nm. C) Reflecting platelet layers widely 

separated from each other in an iridophore in a maximally expanded state 

induced by placing the tissue in a low osmolarity (236 mOsm) solution. This 

maximally expanded state can be induced by low temperature (22°C) as well. 

Intact reflecting platelets (rp) and holes (h) are indicated. Bar = 60 nm. D) 

Part of an iridophore (i) showing the nucleus (n), reflecting platelets (rp) and 

high mitochondrial (m) densities seen in these physiologically active cells. 

Bar= 390 nm. 
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Figure 25.-This graph shows the response of reflecting platelet 

spacing to osmolarity. Osmolarity was varied by fixing tissues with 2.5% 

glutaraldehyde in 0.5X (118 mOsm), lX (236 mOsm), 2X (472 mOsm), 3X (708 

mOsm) and 4X (944 mOsm) strength amphibian Ringer's solution at 22°C. 

Each point on the graph corresponds to an average of 15 measurements from 

a reconstruction of a single iridophore. At each treatment combination three 

or four cells from a scale were examined. An effort was made to examine 

scales that were of the predominant color of the entire piece of tissue. 

Atypical iridophores are noted by filled circles. In addition to spacing 

between crystal layers, the right-hand axis specifies a reflected wavelength 

calculated using measured crystal spacing in the Land equation assuming a 

40% cell shrinkage artifact. These calculated wavelengths correspond well 

with observed color changes. 
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Figure 26.-The effect of temperature on reflecting platelet spacing in 

tissues fixed in 2.5% glutaraldehyde in a lX (236 mOsm) strength amphibian 

Ringer's solution. The specified temperature was maintained for the 1 hr 

primary fixation period. The right-hand axis specifies calculated reflected 

wavelengths. Variation in this treatment was high, so no atypical iridophores 

are indicated. 
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Figure 27.-The effect of temperature on reflecting platelet spacing in 

tissues fixed in 2.5% glutaraldehyde in a 2X (472 mOsm) strength amphibian 

Ringer's solution. The specified temperature was maintained for primary 

fixation and the right-hand axis specifies reflected wavelengths. Filled 

symbols indicate atypical iridophores. 
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Figure 28.-A map of the study site indicating the positions of corral 

fencing and buildings that composed the site. The area of highest lizard 

density is enlarged in the center of the map as indicated. Gates are indicated 

by heavy lines. Lizard home ranges are indicated, males by light shading 

and females by dark shading, and the ID number of the lizard is indicated by 

an arrow. 
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Figure 29.-A histogram comparing the relative activity of male lizards 

to female lizards. Males are indicated by solid bars and females are indicated 

by open bars. A 1 indicates a high relative activity and a 5 indicates a low 

relative activity. 
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Figure 30.-A) A temperature response curve of a single male lizard 

showing the sigmoid nature of the response of hue to temperature. Munsell 

hue values were determined from Munsell color chips and skin temperature 

was determined with an electronic thermistor. B) Temperature response 

curves of five male lizards chosen to illustrate the full range of hue sensitivity 

to temperature. In general the responses are all sigmoidal, but there was 

considerable variation from individual to individual. The variation also 

appears to be quantitative and not qualitative overall. 
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Figure 31.-Graphs comparing temperature response curves in the 

three instances where dominant/subordinate status could be determined. A) 

Males 5 and 7 were dominant in this area and Male 31 was subordinate. 

Note the clear separation between Males 5 and 7 and Male 31, and the 

overlap between Males 5 and 7. B) Male 13 was dominant in this area and 

Male 21 was subordinate. The separation here is not as clear, but at the 

upper end of the temperature range there are clear differences in hue. C) 

Male 25 was dominant in this area and Male 48 was subordinate. Note the 

clear separation in hue over all of the temperatures that were examined. 
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Table 1.-The average crystal width and cytoplasmic spacing found in 

each iridophore measured for this study. The I.D. number identifies 

individual cells and the crystal column and the cytoplasm column are 

average sizes per cell. The optical thickness of the crystal and the cytoplasm 

are the thicknesses multiplied by their respective refractive indices (guanine 

= 1.83, cytoplasm = 1.33). In parentheses in the crystal width column is the 

calculated "ideal" wavelength (the crystal optical thickness multiplied by 4). 

Additionally, in the % S column are calculated shrinkages for each 

iridophore. 
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I.D. Color Crystal O.T.Crystal Cytoplasm O.T.Cytoplasm %S 

1 Sm.blue 60 
Sceloporus jarrovi 
110(440) 45 60 -45 

2 True blue 59 108(432) 48 64 -41 
3 Sky blue 69 126(504) 100 133 +6 
4 Green 73 134(536) 61 81 -38 
5 Gold 85 156(624) 116 154 +1 

6 Blue 
Sceloporus u11dulatus erythrocheilus 
58 107( 428) 38 51 -52 

7 Blue 68 124(496) 39 52 -58 
8 Blue 54 99(396) 33 44 -55 
9 Blue 52 94(376) 31 42 -56 

10 Blue 65 120(480) 62 82 -32 
11 Blue 63 116(464) 86 114 -2 
12 Blue 53 98(392) 50 67 -31 
13 Blue 61 111(444) 51 67 -39 
14 Blue 61 112(448) 52 69 -38 
15 Blue 90 165(660) 94 124 -25 
16 Blue 62 113(452) 80 107 -5 
17 Yellow 95 175(700) 58 77 -56 
18 Yellow. 87 160(640) 54 72 -54 
19 Yellow 90 164(656) 53 70 -57 
20 Yellow 86 146(584) 60 80 -46 
21 Yellow 89 164(656) 50 67 -59 
22 Yellow 77 141(564) 59 79 -44 
23 Yellow 96 176(704) 57 76 -57 
24 Yellow 85 156(624) 79 105 -33 
25 Orange 53 97(388) 77 103 +6 
26 Orange 101 185(740) 77 102 -45 
27 Orange 89 163(652) 44 59 -64 

Sceloporus magister 
28 Orange 86 157(628) 43 57 -63 
29 Yellow/green 73 133(532) 58 77 -42 
30 Yellow/green 69 127(508) 65 86 -32 
31 Yellow/orange 82 149(596) 62 83 -44 
32 Yellow/orange 84 . 153(612) 50 66 -57 



Table 2.-Relative abundance of riboflavin and pteridine pigments 

from various tissue colors in Sceloporus undulatus erythrocheilus. 
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DP XP AHP-6- IXP Pt BP Rib/SP 
COOH 

Orange chin + +++ ++ + 

Yellow chin + +++ ++ + + 

Melanized chin - +/- +/- -

Blue (orange) ++ ++ ++ +++ -

Blue (yellow) ++ ++ + 

Blue (melanized - +/-

-, absent; + + +, very abundant. 



Table 3.-The effect of changing osmolarity on crystal spacing in 

Urosaurus ornatus. Values are the overall means and associated standard 

errors for reflecting platelet size and spacing between platelets at the five 

osmolarities indicated in Fig. 25. 
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Osmolarity (mOsm) Crystal size (nm) Spacing (nm) 

118 53.8 + 4.5 100.0 + 19.2 

236 49.7 + 5.5 113.7 + 13.5 

472 50.4 + 9.1 101.0 + 15.1 

708 49.7 + 7.1 80.3 + 15.3 

944 50.4 + 6.5 63.9 + 12.8 



Table 4.-The effect of changing temperature on crystal spacing in 

Urosaurus ornatus. Values are the overall means and associated standard 

errors for reflecting platelet size and spacing between platelets at the five 

temperatures indicated in Figs. 26 and 27 for tissues fixed in 2.5% 

glutaraldehyde at either 2X (472 mOsm) or lX (236 mOsm) Ringer's 

concentrations. 



Temp (°C) 

22 

28 

33 

37 

41 

2X (472 mOsm) 

Crystal size 

(nm) 

48.5 + 5.1 

48.7 + 4.7 

51.4 + 4.3 

52.7 + 4.8 

52.5 + 4.8 

Spacing 

(nm) 

110.4 ± 18.1 

113.0 + 12.9 

85.3±13.3 

84.2 + 11.3 

82.3 + 15.0 
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1X (236 mOsm) 

Crystal size 

(nm) 

48.8 + 3.9 

49.7 ±4.3 

50.7 + 4.5 

51.5 + 4.6 

Spacing 

(nm) 

137.3 ± 19.5 

117.7 ±21.3 

108.0 + 20.5 

101.8 + 15.9 



Table 5.-Statistical analyses of the platelet spacing data of Urosaurus 

ornatus. This is both an ANOV A run on SAS of the osmotic means shown in 

Table 3 and a factorial ANOVA of the 2 x 5 osmotidtemperature data shown 

in Table 4. 



Source 

Osmotic experiment 

Concentration 

Error 

Temperature experiment 

Treatments 

Concentration 

Temperature 

Cone X temp 

Error 

df 

4 

11 

9 

1 

4 

3 

27 

ss 

4680 

842 

10049 

3430 

4389 

948 

2543 

MS 

1170 

77 

1256 

3430 

1097 

316 

94 

F 

15.3 

36.4 

11.7 

3.36 
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p 

<0.005 

<0.005 

<0.005 

<0.05 



Table 6.-Individual parameters for male Urosaurus ornatus observed 

on the study site. In the individual column, ID numbers are presented and 

A, B, and C indicate the males compared in Figs. 4A, B, and C. Length is 

specified in the format SVL / Tail length/ Regenerated tail/ Regenerated tail. 

Weight and average cloacal body temperatures (parentheses indicate number 

of observations). Days active indicates the number of days that a lizard was 

observed out of the total days the site was visited (percentage in 

parentheses). Relative activity is a subjective measurement based in large 

part on days active and ranges from a minimum activity of 5 to a maximum 

activity of 1. 
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Individual Length Wei~ht AveraRe Days active Relative 
(mm) (g temp. ( C) activity 

50/94 
{# of obs.} 

10 / 18 (56) 2 5.0 2 
A 5 50/86 5.2 35.5 (3) 14 / 18 (78) 1 

6 52/92 5.8 35.5 (3) 13 / 18 (72) 1 
A 7 52/75 4.6 36.5 (4) 12 / 18 (67) 1 

8 51/92 5.0 --- 1 / 18 (6) 5 
9 51 /85 4.8 36.1 (3) 9 I 18 (50) 2 
11 50/74 4.4 34.8 (4) 13 / 18 (72) 1 
12 50/ 65/ 48 4.9 36.4 (4) 15 / 18 (83) 1 

B 13 48/70/ 22 3.8 --- 4/18 (22) 3 
14 - 48/61/2 4.5 36.2 (3) 9 I 18 (50) 2 
15 52 I 41 I 18 / 1 4.6 2/ 18 (11) 4 
19 51 /83 4.9 37.7 (3) 8/18(44) 2 

B 21 50 I 64/ 17 3.8 35.6 (3) 7 I 18 (39) 1* 
23 52/82 4.5 36.5 (3) 6 I 18 (33) 3 

C25 51 / 63/ 34 4.2 38.3 (3) 3 / 18 (17) 1* 
26 54/ 46/ 41 4.5 36.6 (5) 9 I 18 (50) 2 
28 48/85 4.6 1 / 18 (6) 5 

A 31 49/80 3.4 4/ 18 (22) 2 
33 51 /85 3.7 3/18(17) 4 
35 55/ 64/ 12 5.4 37.8 (5) 6 I 18 (33) 3 

C48 49 I 45/ 31 4.1 1 I 18 (6) 5 

Average 51 {SVL} 4.6 36.4 

# An average temperature was recorded only if at least three body 

temperatures were available. 

* Both of these lizards were so active that for a period of time after they had 

shed, they were not recaptured. Dominant lizards were very visible in their 

territories for these periods of time, but only animals that could be positively 

identified are tabulated in days active. 



Table 7.-Individual parameters for female Urosaurus ornatus observed on the 
study site. Format of this table follows Table 6. 
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Individual Length Wei~ht Avera&e Days active Relative 
(mm) (g temf ( C) activity 

5.1 
(# o obs.} 

10 / 18 (56) 1 53/ 54/ 11 2 
3 50/74 5.1 2/18(11) 4 
4 48/77 5.2 3 / 18 (17) 4 
10 48/70 5.1 4/ 18 (22) 3 
16 48/64 4.1 1 I 18 (6) 5 
17 49/64 4.1 35.5 (3) 6 I 18 (33) 3 
18 51 I 36/ 28 3.9 2/ 18 (11) 4 
20 50 I 60 I 17 4.0 1 I 18 (6) 5 
22 49/72 4.4 4/ 18 (22) 3 
24 51/67 4.3 1 / 18 (6) 5 
27 49/72 4.5 36.2 (3) 6 I 18 (33) 3 
29 49 / 36/ 9 3.8 7 I 18 (39) 2 
30 48/71 4.3 8 I 18 (44) 2 
32 49/ 54 4.3 1 I 18 (6) 5 
34 50/ 41 /26 4.3 35.3 (3) 4/ 18 (22) 3 
36 52/ 45/ 22 4.9 1 I 18 (6) 5 
37 49 / 48/ 28 4.3 1 I 18 (6) 5 
38 47 /64 3.5 5 I 18 (28) 3 
39 50/73 4.2 1 I 18 (6) 5 
40 49/71 4.3 3 / 18 (17) 4 
41 47 /28/ 2 4.1 1 / 18 (6) 5 
42 48/72 2.9 1 I 18 (6) 5 
43 48/ 59 4.5 1 / 18 (6) 5 
44 51/75 4.5 1 / 18 (6) 5 
45 49/ 46 3.2 3 / 18 (17) 4 
46 45/67 2.6 1 I 18 (6) 5 
47 49/78 3.5 2/18(11) 4 

Average 49 (SVL) 4.2 35.6 

# An average temperature was recorded only if at least three body 

temperatures were available. 




